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ABSTRACT
t This report provides the necessary information for use of the MATE digital
computing system.	 MATE is an acronym for Matrix Algibra Translator and
' Executor.	 It is a digital computing system that gives the anal s't a rapid
_	 g	 P	 g	 Y	 g	 Y	 P
and direct means of presenting any problem formulated in terms of matrix,
vector and/o- scalar arthmetic to the computer for numerical evaluation.
Included in this report are complete coding instructions for use by the
analyst in solving his problem.	 This includes input data procedures; codingY	 g	 P	 P	 P	 ^	 g
matrix, vector and scalar expressions and statements; available logical
lip operations, expressions and statements; control statements; and procedures
for coding MATE statements and routines.
	 Sample problems are included to
IL
demonstrate the operation of the MATE system.
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PREFACE ?'
This report presents a manual for use of the MATE computing system initiated
under NASA Contract NAS 8-210+3, "Dynamics of hir Elastic Space Vehicle 41 and
completed under Contract NAS 8-25710, "Simulation of Space Station Dynamics.`'
A detailed description of the M:HTE system including the coding of the Trans- ;
1
lator and Executor portions of the system is presented in the MATE programer's
Manual.	 This report is limited to the information necessary for the analyst
to use the MATE system.
A complete description of the procedures for coding a problem in the MATE
language is provided.
r^
The first chapter is a brief introduction to MATE describing the system and
its intended use.
	 The second chapter is an introduction to the manual and
discusses its use,	 The subsequent chapters provide detailed coding instruc-
tions and define the operations performed by the MATE system.
	 Sample problems m^
t
are described and solved in Chapter 13 and Appendices F and G.
	 Also included
in the Appendices are error messages provided by the system and arrangements
to be used in preparing a MATE deck. .t
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION
MATE is an acronym for Matrix Algabra Translator and Executor. It is a
digital computing system that gives the analyst a rapid and direct means of
presenting any problem formulated in terms of matrix, vector, and/or scalar
arithmetic to the computer for numerical evaluation.
The creation of MATE was prompted by the need to mathematically simulate the
structural/control system/environmental interaction problem for large flexible
spacecraft. A block diagram of a typical system is shown in Figure 1. Writing
a conventional "canned" Ffogram, which contains all of the general equations of
the system and into which the user loads only the numeric data and controls that
specify the options to be taken, was not considered feasible. Sufficiently general
equations of such systems do not exist because of the multitude of the possible
representations and the uncertainty of the complexity required for a particular
configuration.
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This is not to say these spacecraft can't be analyzed. For a given structure,
control system, or sensor, etc., the experienced analyst can decide how each component
should be modeled and derive the equations which predict its behavior. After
deter-mining the equations of each component and defining its interface with the rest
of the system, all required information to code a program which will allow study of
the system has been obtained.
Unfortunately, there is a great difference between having equations for a
program and having the actual program itself. The creation of a conventional program
involves a sizable investment of both time and money. Moreover, if the design of
the spacecraft system under study should change considerably, it may be found that
drastic modifications are required to the program. In fact, substantial changes
to the model may mean that the program just written will have to be scrapped and
another program written to replace it. MATE was written to combat this unnecessary
waste of time and effort by providing a framework into which the analyst loads his
equations directly and lets the computer program itself.
The MATE computing system consists of two main programs - the translator and
the executor. It is the purpose of the translator to read the user's equations
which are usually written in matrix or vector algebra and translate these equations
into a digital computer program. The executor provides the bookkeeping support
necessary for numerical evaluation of the user's equations. The flow of information
between the Translator and Executor is shown in Figure 2.
1.1 The MATE Translator
The MATE translator functions much as a compiler in that it reads the user's
equations, devises_a computing sequence from them, and then generates the machine
instructions required to perform these computing sequences. The user's equations
and control statements which direct the branching and computation flow within the
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FIGURE 2. MATE INFORMATION FLOW
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program are loaded into MATE in a coding language which is structured much like
Fortran. In fact, the MATE coding language prAsents a highly generalized form of
Fortran in which the variables may be matrices and vectors as well as scalars.
The definition: of the Fortran operation symbols has been expanded and new operation.
symbols for matrix and vector operations and psuedo operations have been defined
and the control statements in the language have been brought to the most general
form_. MATE is upward compatible with Fortran so that the user who already knows
some Fortran need not learn new rules for familiar operations. Figure 3 shows a
comparison of the coding of a routine which evaluates the highest derivatives of
a second-order matrix differential equation in both Fortran and in MATE. The
eliminat_on of the need to perform scalar arithmetic greatly simplifies the coding
job so that the MATE statements become a direct copy of the matrix equations. Also
note that if the Fortran routine were to be capable of processing models so large
tnat all, the required matrices would not fit into core, it would require substantial
modification whereas the MATE routine is already valid for any size model.
The ease of the linkages between routines in the MATE language encourages
modularization of the solution. This has several advantages, but perhaps the most
important is that the program may be easily and readily changed to reflect the
changes in the model.
1.2 The MATE Executor
The executor program of MATE is part of the MATE system. After the translator
has broken the user's equations down toa sequence of elementary matrix and vector
operation6, it is the MATE executor which performs the actual numerical processing
of the data. The executor also performs data management and bookkeeping services.
It keeps track of the current size and type cf all matrices defined in the problem.
It also manages thecore resources of the computer compacting the data to make the
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u' SUBROUTINE DERIVE (X, XD0T )
 Y, YDOT, C, K, F, N)
DIMENSION X (N), XDOT(N), Y(N), YDOT(N), C(NN) ,  K(N,N), F(N)
REAL K
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
i
DO 20 I = 1, N
20 XDOT (I) = Y(I)
DO 50 I = 1, N
SUM = 0.0
DO 40 J = 1, N .
40 SUM = SUM - C(I ) J)	 XDOT (J)	 - K(I,J)	 %; X(J)
50 YDOT(I) = SUM + F(I)
RETURN
END
Mt1`I'i
ROUPINI,	 (X, XDOT, Y. YDOT, C, K, F)
XDOT = Y
YDOT = - C XDOT - K ;; X + F
ENLD
I 
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best use of available core storage and even automatically goes to auxiliary external
storage devices when the core becomes full. 	 It checks the "reasonableness" of every
operation it is to perform. 	 It selects the best approach to the operation considering n
where the data is and where it will have to be in order to perform the operation.
It also considers the type of data involved in the operation and converts this data
as required.
This report is one of two volumes which describe the MATE system and it
t
provides the necessary information to enable the analyst to use the MATE system.
The use of this manual is described in the next chapter which provides a suggested
method for the analyst to become familiar with and utilize MATE. R
A detailed description of the MATE system including the Fortran IV coding, of
_r
'f
both the Translator and Executor are presented in the Programmer's Volume.	 The
information contained in that report is necessary for maintaining the system and
converting it to other computers but is not-essential to the use of the MATE system ?
by the analyst.
J,'F
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CHAPTER 2.0 INTRODUCTION TO THIS MANUAL
This chapter serves as a foreward to the remainder of this volume. In it
the author will suggest how and in what sequence to read this manual. In addition
some basic terms will be defined.
' 	 t b ableIn order to use MATE effectively, the engineer/analystmus e 1e to
comfortably formulate his mathematical model primarily in terms of matrix and/or
f.'
vector arithmetic. Therefore, in this manual, it is presumed the reader is at
least somewhat well versed in matrix or vector algebra; however, the presentation
does not require previous knowledge or experience in programming the digital computer.
One of the primary goals in the creation of MATE was to endow the digital
}	 computer with as much compassion and common sense as ::as possible for an inanimate
machine. In other words, the number of picayune rules (which serve mainly to
frustrate the user) have been reduced to a minimum. Consequently, the remainder
of this manual is an attempt to give the reader a feeling for the power acid con-
venience of the MATE language, rather than list a long string of "Tho-u S. °lt not's" .
In fact, the successful use . of MATE requires only that what you want done make
computational sense and that it be described in the context of the MATE language.
Since the most important concept to be defined in this document is the concept
i
MATE itself,of it is	 that the	 bereading done at	 fast asuggested as	 pace as
comfortable in order to grasp the big picture.	 Don't stop after every sentence to
ponder "now what did he mean by that?" MATE really is an easy language and once
X
the gist of it is learned, the rules of the language will become obvious and natural.
a	 MATE is readily adaptable to any large computer which has a. Fortran IV compiler.
However, since each manufacturer's machine and compiler are different and each one
r
has its own peculiar restrictions, certain differences will exist in legal MATE on
y	
ITW-
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various machines. The main body of this manual is devoted to universally adaptable
aspects of MATE. Machine dependent restrictions are discussed in an appendix.
The rest of this manual is a discussion of how to use MATE. Normally, it
should be read in the order presented. However, Some short-cuts are possible. For
instance, it you only want to use a previously-written MATE program, the loading
conventions of the necessary numerical input data is described in the next chapter.
Or if you have a simple problem you want to code as quickly as possible, scan these
sections Chapter 4 thru Section 4.10 (if the problem requires submatrices, all
of Chapter 4); Chapter 7; Chapter 8 thru Section 8.3; Chapter 9; Chapter 10 Sections
10.1, 10.3, and 10.7; and Chapter 13; then Chapter 3 thru Section 3.8 to code the
input data.
This should give you enough information to program small problems. However,
some of the best convenience features of the language are in the remaining sections.
These should be studied as the need arises or before.
2.1 Glossary
Array - An array is a rectangular arrangement of computer data. Each
I
element of an array requires the same amount of computer storage.
Alphanumeric Data - Computer data which consists of a group of any key- 	 $
punchable characters. Such data is used for titling.
Digital Computer	 An expensive, thoughtless electronic machine. It can
a
be used to create new extraneous problems or to aid in the solution
of the problem under study.
Double Precision - An internal computer representation of a floating-point
number which utilizes two consecutive computer 'words' for storage
and usually yields about 16 decimal digit precision.
J'
yn^ 
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Element - A piece of data that resides in an array. In an m row by n
column array there are mn elements. A particular element is
referenced by specifying the row and column at whose intersection
the element is located.
Floating-Point Number
	 -	 A rational number expressed in decimal notation.
Fortran -	 A good, fast, and powerful computer language.
	 It is well-suited
to scalar problems.
MATE
	 - Aood	 fast 	 powerful, and more convenient computer language. 	 Ttg	 >	 p	 ^	 P
is ideally suited to matrix and vector°oriented math models.
Matrix -	 An array of numeric data.
Operating System	 A large package of computer programs normally furnished
b	 the computer manufacturer.	 This package contains a FortranY	 P	 P	 g
compiler, and a monitor/loader which prepares jobs for execution.
'sic+
MATE runs under control of the local operating system.
Scalar -	 A matrix with but a single element; i.e. a one row by one
column matrix.
Single Precision	 -	 An internal computer representation of a floating-point
number which allocates one computer 'word' for its storage. 	 This
usually implies approximately eight decimal digit precision.
Vector -	 A one column matrix.
_
x
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CHAPTER 3.0 DATA INPUT PROCEDURES
3-1
Often a user's first introduction to a digital computer program is trying to
apply it to a particular problem. That is, he has a program deck which reputedly
does the processing he requires and has been checked-out. The question he has is
how to code his numeric input data for this program. We will devote the rest of
this chapter to the answer of that question. Although, since the primary purpose
of DATE is to ease the job of writing the program deck, this is like starting at
the bottom of an ice cream cone. But, hopefully, it won't get too messy and there's
always the best part to look forward to in the following chapters. Note that in
this chapter, we are discussing coding of the data upon which the program is to
operate, not the coding of the instructions which comprise the program.
3.1 Input Data Blocking
An input data block consists of all cards which are read during one call to
a card reading routine. We'll define two types of data blocks - standard and non-
standard. A standard data block can define or update any number of arrays or
matrices. A non-standard data block, which consists of the cards to be read by a
Fortran subroutine, can only update the information in existing arrays; it cannot
define new arrays or matrices.
The first data block in every MATE job must be a standard data block. Further-
more, every M&TE job requires at least one data block even though it might conceivably
be empty, i.e. define no arrays
_a
r
x
t
r
i
i
The initial standard data block is not read under program control. Indeed, it
is read before the program gets control so that by the time the first MATE instructio
is executed, it generally already has a flock of matrices to operate upon.
n
y
. 1
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Any remaining data blocks are read under program control and must be stacked
in the order in which they will be requested during execution.
The end of a standard data block is denoted by a COMPUTE card.
	 There is no
ii
standard card to denote the end of a non-standard data block.
3.2	 Contents of a Standard Data Block
A standard data block begins with an array header card.
	
This array header card
gives the name, size, and type of data of the first array. 	 The array header card is
then followed by the data cards which specify the elements of that array.
	 After
these data cards, comes the array header card for the second array which in turn is
followed by its data cards, etc.
	 After the data cards for the last array in the
block is a COMPUTE card which causes MATE to stop looking for more array header cards
and proceed with the computing. A .
3.3	 Card Format
Most cards in a standard data block are in a free-field format
	 that is a
particular piece of information need not start nor end in a certain card column.¢
Hence, blank card columns or commas are used to separate pieces of information.	 This
implies that blanks may be inserted freely before or after a particular item but R
never within it.
MATE scans only the first 72 card columns for information.
	 The remaining card
columns may be used for card sequencing if desired.
	 The 72 card columns we're
concerned with can contain either an information field or a comments field or both.
These two fields are separated by a slash (/) with the slash and all characters to
•
the right of it being considered as comments.
	 Thus, all information which MATE is
to glean from a card occurs between card column one and the first slash.
	 In the
absence of a slash, all 72 card columns are assumed to contain information.
,,	yr. 	 ..	
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3.4 Array Header Cards
Each array in a standard data block is preceded by an array header card. The
information field of this card contains four items: the complete name of the array,
its size, the type of data it contains, and any options to be used in the reading
of the data cards which follow. These items must be given in the order specified.
We'll now discuss them in more detail.
The names of the input arrays were assigned by the author of the particular
program which you are trying to use. The names on the array header cards must
exactly duplicate the names he chose so that when MATE looks for a particular array
to perform an operation, its search ,:ann't be fruitless. Ordinarily, an array name
will consist of only a string of one to six letters and/or digits. However, some-
times one or two integers, known as array name qualifiers, may be appended to the
name. Again the values of these integers, or perhaps the range they are to span,
must be furnished by the author of the particular MATE program you.are using. These
array name qualifying integers are coded after the array name and are enclosed in
double apostrophes both fore and aft. Although two array name qualifiers appended
to a name may be separated with a blank on the header card , it is recommended that
a comma be used as the separator since the comma is required when coding MATE
instructions and it's unwise to develop bad habit patterns. Occasionally, an array
known as an INTERNAL array will be input. These arrays appear to have a hyphenated
array name. Actually, the first name given is the array name while the second name
is the name of the routine to which the array belongs. The hyphen is key punched
as a minus sign. If an INTERNAL name is also qualified,_ the qualifier comes after
the routine name. Some examples of array names are;
ALPHA
Al2
14ASS11311
TORQUE111,41'
XYZ—SETUP
KEYS—STMCMP''7''
a	
_	 _
_71
t
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After the array name, which can take any of the above forms, there must be
two integers which are the number of rows and columns, respectively, in the array.
Note that the number of rows is always given first.
Following the size specification comes the type specification. 	 This specification
consists of a key letter or word.	 (If a word is given only the first letter of it
I
s used to determine the type.)	 The defined type letters and their meanings are
given in the table below.
Key Suggested
Letter Key Word Each Element of the Array is to be;
R REAL A single precision floating point number
I INTEGER A signed whole number
D DOUBLE or DP A double precision floating point number
C COMPLEX A complex number whose real and imaginary
parts are represented by a pair of single
precision floating point numbers
L LOGICAL A logical quantity which has either the
value .TRUE.	 or	 .FALSE.
T TITLE A string of 72 characters to be used as
a title on the output of the program
H LEADING A string of 12 characters normally used
to identify rows/columns of a printout
X A complex number whose real part only is
given in the data which follows.	 The
imaginary part is to be assumed to be zero
Y A pure imaginary number. 	 The real part of
each number is assumed to be zero while
the imaginary part only is given on the
data cards
Again, any word or any spelling of the given key word which has the same starting
letter may be used Se that the array header card
A 5,6 D
is identical to the header card
A 5 6 DOUBLEPRECISYON
_:_^-.	 ...	 ... ... a	 .__.-.	 ^^.^ .e ,^	 ^m ^. ,Y.	 .. ..^.M a^ ... .c.	 ,—	 •+-.Y/..^>ri+.c.	 Y	 _	 .,^,	 ..	 y	 ...
-	 ..2.....,.___..._.....-.«...^._..^--T-+--._.^.--T-ate"'..----•.. '^s.w^+^r..-^+'w_ 	
_,	
.:.	 ... -.... ,.	 .., :...	 ..	 S
ROWS
DIAGONALS
SYMMETRIC
UPDATE
NOPRINT
8,
and
1i
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To review, these header cards specify that a five row by six column matrix named
A is about to be read, and that its elements are to be stored in the machine in
double precision format. Also, note the use of blanks in the above examples. Since
a blank is a separator and only one word is allowed to indicate the type, a blank cannot
appear between the words DOUBLE and PRECISION, However, since it is necessary to
:separate the name and type from the number of rows and columns the other blanksP	 yP	 ^
(or commas) are mandatory.
Finally, we have the option subfield. Again key words, of which only the first
letter is important, are used to specify the options.
	 ,	 ^ _ y
The absence of a key word indicate, that the standard option, which incidently
does not have a key word associated with it, is to be taken. The currently defined
key words are:
1
The MATE input data reading routine presumes that all arrays are loaded by
columns.	 For instance, given a string of six numbers such as 1,2,3,4,5,6 and told
that these are the elements of a two row by three column matrix, MATE would assume
the matrix is;
1	 3 51
— l?	 4 6l
However, if the key word ROWS appears after- the type indicator, MATE expects
the array elements to be given by rows. Hence:, in our two by three example the
elements 1,2,3,4,5,6 are interpreted as;
r 1.	 2_ 31
L4 5 6J
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Now for the hard one.	 When the key word DIAGONALS is given after the type
indicator, MATE places the elements along the diagonals of the matrix. 	 To define
this procedure more precisely, let r be the number of rows in the array and s be
the number of columns. Further, let d be the minimum of r and s, and let a equal
the maximum of r and s. Then we say that the array contains d diagonals, each one
with a elements.	 If r is greater than s, these diagonals start consecutively across
the first row.	 If r is less than or equal to s, the first element of each diagonal
appears consecutively in the first column.	 To demonstrate this, consider the following
matrices in which the tens digit of each element is the number of the diagonal and w
the units digit is the number of the element within that diagonal. 	 These matrices
could be coded by giving the elements shown in straight increasing order.
w
11 32	 23 14	 35	 26
21 12	 33 24	 15	 36
31 22	 13 34	 25	 16
,x
11 42	 33 24	 15 !
21 12	 43 34	 25
31 22	 13 44	 35
41 32	 23 14	 45
x
I
11 52	 43 34	 25
21 12	 53 44	 35
31 22	 13 54	 45
41 32	 23 14	 55
51 42	 33 24	 15
.
R
9
11 21	 31 41^
u
42 12	 22 32
33 43	 13 23
24 34	 44 14
15 25	 35 45
11 21	 31
32 12	 22
23 33	 13
14 24	 34
35 15	 22 6 36	 16
t:N
-5,,,3aw_ss•	 - .a •wW ....	 ^.v	 r.	 _,	 .:, J!	 _..	 ^^... _.,.. .	 ..	 .a J.AniiWl^	 fivm._"A _.d:Eeaie".. °_
1
i
i
1
I
I
1
1
1
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The pattern, in case you haven't seen it, is a sawtooth along the horizontal
axis for r ;:!^ s, and along the ve%tical axis for r > s. The applications for coding
in this manner are much harder to see, but a few are presented at the end of the
matrix coding section.
Note that the key words ROWS and DIAGONALS are mutually exclusive. You can't
load an array under two different sets of ground rules at the same time.
If the array contains only one row and/or only one column, it makes no
difference whether the ROWS ox DIAGONALS or neither (i.e. columns) key word is
specified.
The next optional key word we will consider is SYMMETRIC. This key word will
be ignored unless the array is square. If the number of rows does equal the number
of columns (i.e. it's square), then the SYMMETRIC key word causes any element loaded
into the lower triangular portion to be copied into the corresponding location in
the upper triangular portion and vice versa. Moreover, upon completing a column
(or row), the next element is placed on the principar -d agonal in the following
column Ivor row). Therefore, the element string 1,2,3,4,5,6 for a three row and
three column matrix would generate:
1 2 3
2 4 5
3 5 6J
i
t
I	 t, I
using the SYMMETRIC option. The very same matrix would be generated using the
SYMMETRIC ROWS options. The combination DIAGONALS SYMMETRIC is processed somewhat
differently. The diagonals are started in the same fashion as under the DIAGONALS
option but are considered complete as soon as the last row is hit.' Thus, with our
element string _.,2,3,4,5,6 for the three by three and using SYMMETRIC DIAGONALS
options, we obtain:
I1 4 6
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So whenever the SYMMETRIC option is given for a square matrix, a symmetric matrix
results.
OF to this point, we've implied that to load arrays you list all the elements
in a string and hope you have correctly anticipated where the read routine is going
to put them. Although this is a primary method of coding arrays, it is certainly
not the only way. Other sciemes exist whereby the row and column into which an element
is to be put may be specified directly. With this device, you can hopscotch freely
around the array to load elements in any order. Further since a large percentage
of practical matrices are sparse, this method becomes particularly useful if you
don't have to load zeros. Therefore, the MATE read routine initializes every element
of an array before reading the data cards. Matrix elements are initialized to zero.
The UPDATE option will prevent the automatic initialization of arrayelements
if at the time the array header card is being processed MATE already has an array
of the same name, size, and type. The data on the cards which follow the header
card then become corrections to the existing matrix, and elements not mentioned in
the data are left unchanged. The standard option, implied by the absence of UPDATE,
is,to treat every array being read as a new array and delete any existing old array
with the same name.
Every array read is automatically printed no that a record of the input will
appear with the output. Option NOPRINT will inhibit this printing. The user is
advised to think twice before employing this option.
To summarize the array header card: the name of the array, the number of rows,
and the number of columns must be given in that order. This information is followed
by key letters or words which specify the type of the data then any non-standard
options. The type specifications must always be given unless the type is to be REAL
and no options are specified in which case it could be omitted and the number of
columns would be the last piece of information on the header card. The order among
a	 ,
7—^r .. - pair»
	
r	 __	 --'
v
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the option key words is immaterial.
Once again, remember that these items must be separated by blanks or commas.
Moreover, blanks can be used freely on the card except in thle middle of a keyword,
number, or alphanumeric part of a name (the punctuation around the name qualifiers
may be riddled with blanks), -youever, all the header information must appear on one
physical card.
3.5 Number Coding
Numbers on MATE data cards can be coded in a variety of formats, for instance
the number seven thousand could be coded:
7000 7+3 7E3 7D3
7000. 7,+3 7.E3 7.D3
7000.0 .7+04 7E+3 7D+3
+7000 7000-0 7E+03 7D+03
Which brings us to the following rules:
1. A number can have a leading sign. If the sign is omitted, it is assumed
positive,
L. A number can contain a decimal point. I'f the decimal point is omitted,
it is assumed to be after the last digit in the fractional part.
3. A number can be expressed as a factor times the appropriate integral power
of ten. The power of ten, or decimal exponent, is written as a ,one or two
digit integer and must be preceded by a sign and/or the letter E or D.
4. A number can contain only digits and the characters: a plus sign, a minus
sign, a decimal point, and the letters D or E.
i!
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Since the type of the data has been specified on the array header card, the
read routine makes no distinction between the decimal exponent letters B and E.
In the case integer data has been specified, the given numbers are converted to
integers by rounding, e.g. 0.26+1 becomes the integer 3.
nn
3.6 Repeat .Field Indicator
Sometimes the same entry is to appear in several consecutive locations. The
read routine contains a feature which allows a data item to be preceded by a count
of the number of the times the data entry is to be repeated. The count and the
data item are s(:parated by an asterisk. For instance, coding 3 % 1.75 is equivalent
to coding 1.75, 1.75, 1.75. The count number coding does not follow the usual rules
E
in that this number can contain only digits and may not have a sign, decimal point
ii
or decimal exponent. 	 I`
3:7 Row and Column Indicators
As we have previously mentioned, consecutive items in a data string are placed,
in consecutive locations in the array. These locations are either down the columns,
across the rows, or along the diagonals of the array as specified by the array header
card. Ordinarily, the first item in the data string is assumed to belong in the first
w^
row and first column of the array and any other items follow as prescribed. However,
the row and column counters may be reset at any point in the data list by using row
and column indicators. These indicators consist of an integer pair enclosed in
parentheses. Unless the array contains but one row or column, both the row and the
column numbers must be given in that order. If the array is a column or row vector,
only one number need be given and the missing column or row subscript, respectively,
will be understoodas one. Note that the indicators reset the read routine ' s counters
so that the data item immediately following the indicators goes into the specified
position and the remaining items go into subsequent rows, columns, or diagonals,
until either the end of the data or another - row or column indicator pair is
encountered.
m^a
e,
i^
I
Mil
1
1
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3.8 Matrix Coding
Since a matrix is an array of numbers, a matrix is characterized by a type
word which begins with the letter R, I, D, C, X, or Y and by the data items being
all numbers. The coding of matrix elements may incorporate repeat field and row
and column indicators as desired.
Because the coding of a matrix can extend over as many cards as desired and
since all elements need not be coded, a special designator is required to mark the
end of a matrix. The designator chosen is the dollar sign. As is the case with
the slash, any characters to the right of a dollar sign are treated as comments.
The card following a card which has a dollar sign as the last character in its
information field must be either an array header card of the next array or a COMPUTE
card.
Some examples of card images which define matrices follow;
1. Code a twelve row by twelve column identity matrix named IDENT.
IDENT 12 12 REAL DIAGONAL
	 'b' 1
12% 1$ SINCE ONLY NON-ZERO TERMS NEED BE GIVEN
2,	 Code the following twelve row by three column matrix.
1 0	 0
0 1	 0
0 0	 11
0
0	 0
1	 0
0 0	 1
1 0	 0
0 1	 0
0 0	 l
1 0	 0
0 1	 0
0 o
c
a	 -,
f
a
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This matrix is named SUMER.
SUMER,2,3,REAL,DIAG
/FOUR 3X3 IDENTITY SUBMATRICES STACKED
12*1$
3. The vector R is to be:
7.47363
0.009635
	
x 10+12
30.416912
It can be coded by:
R 3,1
7.47863+12,9635E6 9 .30416912D 14$
4. Code the vector A which is:
0
4
0
0
3
Any of the following forms could be used:
A,5,1/COMMAS AS SEPARATORS
0,4,0,0,3$
A 3,5,1/BLANKS AS SEPARATORS
0 4 0 0 3$
A,5,1/USING ROW/COL INDICATORS
( 2 2 1) 4 (5) ,3 $
A,5,1/USING MULTIPLE COMMAS
$
Note that (n+l) consecutive commas imply that n consecutive locations
are to be skipped.
Y
aye„ , „-`„.3—	
.. _... ..	
...
	
^_	 Y..:. ywwv+s.+..
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S. Code matrix DISMAS "2,2 '' which is:
4 0 -2 3
0 8 0 -2
-2 0 8 0
3 -2 0 4
-by:
DISMAS '' 2,2'' 4 4 R SYM DIAG
4*4 1 (3 9 1) 2*-2 1 3
(2,2) 2*8.JREDEFINE 2,2 AND 3,3 TERMS
$ END OF MATRIX
3.9 Coding of Logical Arrays
Logical arrays are coded in an identical fashion to matrices with the following
exceptions:
1. The values .TRUE, and .FALSE., Which are the only values permitted in
logical arrays, are abbreviated by the letters T and F respectively in
the data strings.
2. The array elements are initialized to the value .FALSE.; hence, - in the
absence of the UPDATE option only the .TRUE. values need be mentioned.
As an example consider the coding of the logical array KEY which is to be:
.FALSE.
,FALSE.
TRUE
.FALSE. .TRUE.
.FALSE. .FALSE.
.TRUE. .FALSE.'
The coding could be:
KEY 3,3 LOGICAL,ROWS
(1,3) T, (3 9 1)T ,T $
3.10 Coding of Alphanumeric Data
The coding of data typed HEADING is substantially different and.much morew""
restrictive than the coding of matrices and logical arrays. First, each data card
contains six 12-character elements. Thus, all 72 card columns are reserved for
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information and comment fields are not allowed. Furthermore, since the items are
fixed-field, they are not separated by blanks or commas and repeat field or row
and column indicators may not be used. Finally, since all array elements must be
explicitly given, the end of the array need not and should not be marked by a dollar
sign.
TITLE typed data is coded under the same restrictions as HEADING data except
each element of the array contains 72 characters and occupies one data card.
3.11 Differences Between the Coding of Data and Constants
In the following chapters, we will introduce MATE instructions which may use
explicit constants. Now although these constants appear similar to the data items
discussed here, there are several important differences in their coding which are
required by the change in context. In an effort to eliminate some of the anguish
generated by these differences, we present the following tabulation of forewarnings.
I
1
In Array Data Coding
The letters E and D before a decimal
exponent are optional and interchangeable.
In MATE Instruction Codin
The Letter E or D must precede a
decimal exponent. Furthermore, a
distinction is made between the two
letters.
The logical values .TRUE. and .FALSE.
are abbreviated as T and F. respectively.
Blanks or commas may separate items in
a string.
(n+l) consecutive commas are required
to imply n locations are to be skipped.
Only the first letter of key words is
used.
The logical values can only be written
as .TRUE. and .FALSE. with the enclosing
dots being mandatory.
Only commas may separate items in a
string.
(n+l) consecutive commas imply n itemsP 
are omitted from the string except a
single comma before the firstexplicit
item or a single comma after the last
explicit item implies the first or last
item in the list, respectively, has been
F
omitted.
All letters up thru the seventh are
checked on key words.
	
v	 y
	
y^^^.)+H+r^.. zn. ^	 v.^ i . .^^.^+^.
	 a. r.^^.r.. a.^•	a	 ^"^	 '^-^a=^.GY!e^3.^r^cw^IL^	 ....	 ^	 3	 ^.	 ..,^"
..n.....er+.a^
	
^7.i1l7ibe.+(?.'1"Y^#i 4A'_^. ^^F	 3:aN6^ti n'y^,far^	 ^	 I,.,e	 _ y.
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3.12 Summary
Usually the data for a program written with MATE will be contained in a single
standard data block. This block will define a number of arrays in an arbitrary
order. Each array definition consists of an array header card followed by some
data cards. The last card in a standard data block must be a COMPUTE card. This
card consists of the word COMPUTE as the first word in the information field of that
card.
IJ!v P
IT
.; .
s r, .,c Y	
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CHAPTER 4.0 MATRIX, VECTOR, AND SCALAR EXPRESSIONS AND STATEMENTS
This section discusses the coding of scalar, vector, and matrix equations.
Now since we have defined scalars and vectors to be matrices subject to certain
size restrictions, points made about matrices are, of course, also valid for
scalars-and vectors.
4.1 Naming Rules
Each matrix must have a unique name to identify it. The matrix name consists
of from 1 to 6 characters. The first character must be a letter of the alphabet.
The remaining characters may be alphabetic or numeric-. The name may not contain
any special characters or imbedded blanks. As a further restriction, if the name
consists of,6 characters, both the 5th and 6th characters may not be the letter Z.
Such names are reserved for use by the MATE system. These naming rules hold not
only for matrices, but also for arrays of non-numeric data as well as function and
routine names which will be discussed in later chapters. Some examples of legal
and illegal names are given below:
U
Legal
	 Illegal
AB	 A B (Contains an imbedded blank)
ALFA2
	 2ALFA (1st character not alphabetic)
RADIUS
	 DIAMETER (More than 6 characters)
J3754	 J37.54 (Contains a special character)
WXYZZ	 VWXYZZ (Both 5th and 6th character Z)
	
I
4.2 Arithmetic Expressions
An arithmetic expression consists of a sequence of numeric constants, known
matrices, and arithmetic functions which are separated by arithmetic operation
symbols. This sequence can always be reduced to a single matrix result by performing 4 ^
arithmetic. The key word in this definition is "known". That is, a matrix musty
Mathematical
_Symbolism Coding 
R+ S
R - 'S
R * S
R, / S
R**S
11
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have been previously defined, either by having been read-in or obtained by previous
calculations, before it can be used in the evaluation of an expression.
There are nine arithmetic operation symbols defined in MATE. These are:
Addition
Subtraction
Scalar and matrix multiplication
Element exponentiation
Element division
Element multiplication
Dot (inner) product
.X.
	 Cross (vector) product
.D.	 Multiplication by diagonalized vector
The most common form of an expression consists of two matrices separated by
one of the arithmetic operation symbols above. Some examples of the coding of
standard operations is given below.
Consider the following basic expressions where F and G are matrices, -U and V
are vectors (column matrices), and R and S are scalars or constants. Then the
	
v
coding for the operations commonly defined in ordinary, vector, and matrix algebra 	
'ap
would appear as:
	 k
Operation
Name
Scalar Operations addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
exponentiation
^... "•iii ^...,,....er^,^^' .II^IU
..«.w.- .ate	 ' l	 r.•-N.^..ay9
I,
1
1
z
i
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U
Operation.	 Mathematical
Name	 Symbolism Coding
Vector Operations
	
vector addition U + V
vector subtraction U - V U - V
vector magnification .d V S * V
dot product
^ J(/. V U ...	 V
cross product. j%x ^% U X. V
Matrix Operations
	 matrix addition F4-L'?' F + G
matrix subtraction F - G
scalar multiplication S * G
matrix multiplication F * G
transpose multiplications ra F .,.	 G
where in the last example the symbol F r denotes transpose (or transposed conjugate)
of the matrix F. The examples presume that the usual conformability restrictions
are met. We shall defer a rigorous discussion of the operations and conformability
as well as the definition of the .*. and D. operators to a later section.
Rather than go into a formal discussion of what constitutes a legal expression,
we will point out that any matrix name in the above list could be replaced by a
matrix name proceeded by a plus or minus sign, and any of the expressions above
could be enclosed in parentheses and then treated as a matrix name and combined
with other arithmetic operators and matrices to form expressions of the desired
complexity. Some examples of legal expressions are given below:
	
A	 A known matrix is also an expression
	
+A	 Same as A
	
-A	 Result is a matrix whose elements are the negative
of those in A
4-4.
.1
A**-B
-B/A
C+(A/B)
- (A+^^) *C
-((A.X.B)... (C.X•-D)
Thus, except for the dots which surround some arithmetic operation symbols,
a
and the fact that the operation symbols must be explicitly given (e.g. AB does not
imply A*B), the coding of matrix, vector, and scalar equations in MATE is very
similar to the way the equations are written during their derivation.
4.3 Arithmetic Expressions With Constants
A scalar constant may also be used in an expression in place of a matrix name.
These constants consist of a string of digits and may contain a decimal point or a
decimal exponent. If the decimal point is omitted, a whole number is assumed. The
decimal exponent field, if given, must start with the letter E or D and contain one
or two digits. These digits may be preceded by a sign and represent the power of
10 by which the number is to be mult4,plied. Some examples of scalar constants are:
i
3
0.723
91
7000
7.0 E+0	 (i.e. 7.0 x 100
 = 7) -
19761.26 E+1
	 (i.e. 19761.26 x 10 - 197612.6)
7E3
7.E3
7.OE3	 (i.e. 7.0 x 10 3
	7000)
7.E+3
7EO3
7.0E+03
.7E4	 (i.e. 0.7 x 104
 = 7000)
7E-3	 (i.e. 7.0 x 10- 3
	0.007)
Note that there are several important differences between the coding of constants
in MATE expressions and writing numbers for input matrices as discussed in the previous
chapter. First, the exponent must always be preceded by the letter E or D. Since in
the instructions 7-2 is interpreted as the number 5, while 7E-2 becomes 0.07. l
!
	
	
L!a	 A	
_	 A	
._	 • _o-
._._w
4
	 ^w
IL
ce ^
_ ,,^	 w	
_ ...ter
^^.	
_;.
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Further, there is a distinction between the ].ethers E and D in that the letter E
implies that the number is a single precision number while D implies the number is
double precision. That is, the letter sets the type of the number. We'll discuss
	
^r	
number types later in this chapter. Finally, since blanks are not used as separators
in a MATE expression, a blank may appear anywhere in the constant. An example of an
expression which uses scalar constants is given below.
T-3.14159*RADIUS**2+1/3*BASE*13.35E-4
4.4 Arithmetic Function References
We define a function to be a sequence of operations which yield a single array
as a result. This result is called the value of the function. If the value of the
function is a matrix, that is an array of numbers, it may be used in an expr-ission
in the place of a matrix name.
i^
t
A function is referenced by coding the function name preceded by a dollar sign.
1'.
If the function requires arguments, they are enclosed in parentheses which follow
the function name. These arguments are expressions and are separated by commas if
there is more than one. Some examples of function references are given below.
n
	t	
$COS (ALPHA)
$INVERS (A+B)
$PBN (2*B,A,C-D,3)
Then, using arithmetic function references as matrix names can result in expressions
like:
2.3*$J2 (CQ-M,$ABC(3)*C)
	
^r	 In the above example, the function ABC is called using as its argument the
number 3. As a result of the operations in function ABC, a matrix known as its
value is generated. This value is then post-multiplied by the matrix C to form the
_	
-a	 v.
..	 r
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second argument to the function J2. 	 After the difference of matrices CQ and M has
t:
been computed to form the first argument of J2, function J2 is called and during its
execution generates another matrix as its value. 	 This final value is multiplied by
w
2.3 to form the result of the expression.>
Note that before a function may be used, the user must know what arguments are
3
required, what the restrictions on those arguments are, and at least roughly the
type of matrix that will result from the function given those arguments.
	 After
this is known, the arithmetic function reference becomes nothing more than an exotic j
matrix name as far as expressions are concerned.	 The definition of functions, that
is how to write them, will be taken up in a later chapter. !i
4.5	 Hierarchy of Operations
^s
The parentheses used in the preceding construction of arithmetic expressions may
be omitted except when the mathematical meaning of the expression would be changed
or the parentheses enclose the arguments of a function.
	 Within a given level of
 o	 aparenthes es,, 	r where p p rentheses are omitted, the order of computation is understood y
to be
^r
1)	 Function reference
)
3)	 D.
.
	 x
5)	 X.
6)	 ...
If several operators of the same level appear in the same term, the calculations
proceed from left to right.
I 
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Consider the following llustrations of equivalent <=> and non-equivalentg	 q	 (	 ) q
(>) expression coding.
(A+B) + C 4^, A + (B+C) ^ A + B + C
A * (B+C) * A * B + C
A i (-B) ^ -A/B40, -(A) /B -0- (-A) /B 4:o A/ -B
A...B.X.0 <->A... (B.x.C)l#> (A...B) .x.0
A/ B /C-*i>- (A/ B) /C .0>A/ (B.*.C)
A
	 (1/4) 4;>- A ** 0.25
A	 1/4^* (1/4)
	
A 4P- 0.25
	
A
A ** ( 1 /4)4,> A ** 1/4
A	 -1/4-^-^ 0.25/A
There exist two cases where parentheses are requirad mathematically due to a
lack of associativity. However, because of the left to right rule, the parentheses
could be omitted in the coding. These cases are:
A ** B ** C = (A*,cB) : * C	 A :';* (B* C)
A.x.B.x.0	 (A.x.B) .X.0	 A.X. (B.x.C)
x
These examples should have impressed upon the reader that while short-cuts are all
well and good, if.doubt exists about the possible meaning of an expression, parentheses
should be used for clarity and to avoid communications problems between the user and
the MATE translator.
t
Finally, when forming expressions remember "that:
..	 1. Every matrix mentioned in an expression must exist at the time the
expression is to be evaluated.
f.
2. That an expression may always be reduced to a single matrix by performing
arithmetic.
-.	 r—...	
".	 `^	
...
a 4	 ..
,1
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^t
3	 That the grouping of terms in an expression follows the same conventions i
as defined in algebra.
4.6	 Definition of Operations if
z•
Now, if only the operation symbols were a little better defined, the reader
should be able to write expressions with abandon. 	 However, in an expression like
A*B, the size and shape of A and B grossly affect the result of the expression as
well as the interpretation and "legality" of the operation.	 That is, the first
i
thing to notice about anexpression like A*B in MATE is that it is not discernible
whether A and B are scalars., vectors, or matrices.	 This lack of discernibility is
^w
not really a problem, since the analyst who originally codes the MATE expressions
knows what the matrix names represent. 	 (However, it does point out the need for
adequate comment cards within the routine to enhance its readability to other users.)
The following will define the meaning of the MATE arithmetic operation symbols r:
for the normal (conformable) cases.	 Let the matrix C equal the result of a basic s,
arithmetic operation involving the matrices A and B; i.e, C = A (operation) B.	 We
will denote the sizes of these matrices by letting rA, rg, r C be the number of rows
and sA, sB, sC be the number of columns in A, B, and C, respectively.
	
Further, let
Mthe element in the ith row and jth column of the matrices A, B, and C be denoted by
aip bi j , and ci j . r
4.6.1	 Scalar-Scalar Operations
When both A and B are scalars, then C will be a scalar, i.e.`
i
rB = = s C =1rA =sA=sB rC ,
Addition
C = A + B	 implies	 cll - all + b lli
...Lai4__
.1
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Subtraction
mill
BF C = A - B implies c11 = all - b11
Multiplication
C = A	 B implies cl1 = allbll
Division
OF C = A/B implies cll = all / bll
Exponentiation
bll
C	 A%'',B implies cil
= all
'C = A.^.B
C = A...B
Treated as C = A*B
C = A.D.B
C = A.X.B
4.6.2	 Scalar-Matrix Operations
When A is scalar and B is not, the result C is a matrix of the same size as
MF
B.	 i.e.
rA= sA= 1
rC =rB
ma
sC = sB
Addition	 (Note this operation is not defined classically)
C = A + B implies c j _ all + b i d for all i,j such that
l
	
rB)
l_j'sB
Subtraction
C = A - B implies ciJ• = all - b.. for all i,j such that
1J .
t
1 <i^ rB, l-c j _s B	f
t.$`
r
s
_ 5
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Multiplication
	
a C$,
C = A * B implies cij = allblj for all i,j such that
1^i5rB ,	 J ^sB
t
l
Division
l(
C = A/B implies cij = al l /bij for all i,j such that
1 :5 il5rB ,	 1S j:5sB
Exponentiation
i
b..
C = A *B implies cij = all ij for all i,j such that 75i
1:5 i SrB , 1 S j	 S 
C _ '`A . * B ^ Y`
C = A...B _TT
Treated as C = A*B P
C = A.D.B
C = A.X.B
t^
4.6.3	 Matrix-Scalar Operations
When B is a scalar and A is not, the result C is a matrix of the same size
n
as A,	 i.e.
_J
rB = sB=1
rC =rA
;C =sA
Addition
a "	 C _ A + B implies cij = ai  j + b l l for all i,j such that
1 -`-i`rA , l`j =sA
Subtraction
C = A-B
j
implies cij = aij - b11 for all i,j such that
1	 is rA , 1^ j
	 SA L	
^.
z	 _
u'
kµ	
w
>
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Multiplication	 [A]A
C = A*B	 implies cij = aijbll for all i,j such that
1::5Z!5rA,	 1:L^j::"A
Division	 [ A J (^^^
C = A/B	 implies cij = aij /b l l for all i,j such that
rA,
	 '!:5 
j^sA
Exponentiation
bll
C = A *B • 	implies cij = aij for all i,j such that
15i	 rA , 1= j:^sA
C = A.*.B
C = A...B
Treated as C = A*B
C = A.D.B
C = A.X.B
4.6.4	 Matrix-Matrix Operations
The first five 	 listed below_ operations	 are element -by-element operations.
For conformability, both given matrices, hence also the result matrix, must be of
0-4.
the same size.	 That is:
` rC = rA	 rB
S  = sA = sB.
w.^
Addition	 [A ]+[8,
C = A + B implies cij =aij + bij for all i,j such that
rA, 1^ jsA
>.
Subtraction	 ,-[
C A	 ^J
C = A - B implies cij _ ai j - bij for all i,j such that
1^	 rA, 1^ LsA
{e
j^
.._-.....rte...-^... * ,._ •.	 ,...	 ».s 	....;.	 M._^	 3	 `a.
.«w».^r+..^+w
v:..	 ^.c . w,.:x:, .-_	 .	 _	 _
-
.	
_A	
-..s ...s^imJ.t•u^n'iYim
'^
s^..:..,.,....
.4-J,
;»=ncu.:a.^ _-
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Element Multiplication (Note the asterisk is enclosed in dots)
C = A.*.B implies cij = aijb ij for all i,j such that
rA,	 1;:^- j	 sA
.t
Element, Division
"t
li
u
C = A/B implies cij = aij /bij for all i,j such that if
1^ i^rA , 1	 j ^sA
Element Exponentiation
b
i^
C = A**B implies cij = aij for all i,j such that „k
1 25 i :5rA,	 1:!g	 <sA
4
t r
a:
a:.
.. ar
An
.atM
tw
3
6
•	 =w
y.
 rv 3"-- T
y
;
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Matrix Multiplication - Conformability for matrix multiplication requires that
the number of columns in the first matrix equals the number of rows in the second.
That is;
LA	 L13]
sA _ rB
rCrA.
s 	 = s 
SA
C = A*B implies	 ci• _ aikbk	 for all i, j such
k = 1
that 1
	 i	 rA,
^i
j `- s B
nr
;f
L Dot or Inner Product - Assuming that vectors are defined as column matrices, this
instruction obtains the dot product (also known as the inner or scalar product) of
two vectors.	 In addition, it may also be viewed as a matrix multiplication in which the
n
transpose of the first matrix is post-multiplied by the second. For conformability
both matrices must have the same dumber of rows. So that:
4
rA _ rB hT.
rC = sA
r
sC = sB
r
rA
C	 A...B implies cif 	 Z akibk^	 for all i, j
k	 1
f r such that
l `- i c. sp,
l ` 
J c sB
_.
t
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Multiplication by a Diagonalized Vector - This operation results in a matrix
multiplication in which vectors are treated as diagonal matrices. There are four
a
cases possible. 	 Q^i
C =A.D.B	 where both .A and B are vectors.
	 ^a1Aj
Conformability requires the same number of rows in both A and B. so
sA= sB =1
rC=sC =rA =rB
implies cii ailbil for all i such that
rA
s ij _ 0, for j	 i and	 1 rA
C = A.D.B where A is a vector and B is a matrix.
a^r,, IIL	 _
Conformability requires the same number of rows in both A and B. Thus, =-
sA = 1
rC
 = rA	 rB ^.
s C s B r„
implies cij = ailbij for all i, j such that r
1
rA
	 1 ` j ^sB {
C = A.D.B where A is a matrix and B is a vector. LA 	 ^	 ^-
A
Conformability requires the number of columns in the first matrix equals the'^nu^`r
of rows in the second.
LO
x _ -
C = A.X.B	 where both A and B are vectors. That is:
sC=sA=sB=1
and for the 3-dimensional case
rC=rA=rB=3
implies in vector notation
-,	 -♦
c = a x b
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SC = sA rB
implies	
cij = aijbjl	 for all i, j such that
I	 rA,lLj^sA
r
C = A,D.B	 where neither A nor B is a vector is treated as if
C A*B were written.
1\
sB-1
rC ° rA
Cross Product - This operation forms the cross or vector product of tWo vectors.
P
It is the least general of all the operations in that it not only requires that
the row size of both vectors be the same ., but also that the row size be two or
r
three. Again, we will consider four cases.
or in terms of the elements
cll	 a 21 b31	 a3'1 b21
X21	 a31 b11 - all b31
c31 - all b21 a b	21 ll	
!-
w
Now for the planar case
rArB2
rC 	1	 (that is, C is a scalar)
ii
with
c11 s all b21 - a21 bll
n
fC = A.X.B
	
	 where A is a matrix and B is a vector. In this case, each
column of the matrix A is envisioned as a separate vector.
s
r{
Pictorally
A	 al 2 3 -- A
-^4
Since s  = 1, the operation consists of crossing each column_
of A with B separately and stacking the answers colunnwise
n
to form the matrix C. More precisely:
c. = a x b	 for all j such that 1 ^'j	 s
^	 3	 A
with the arithmetic being identical to that used in the case
above.. The sizes for the 3-dimensional case arc:: 	 ,^
rC=rArB=3
s B = 1	 a`
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and for -the planar case:.
rA = rB 2
rC = 1	 (C becomes a row matrix)
s 8 = 1
sC = sA
C = A.X,B where A is a vector and B is a matrix. 	 In this case, it is
the matrix B which is considered to contain a vector in each
column.	 Here we cross A with each column of B to obtain the
columns of C, i.e.:
c=
	
a x b^	 for all j such that 1	 j G sB
The sizes are the same as given in the discussion of the previous
case if sA and sB are interchanged.	 In fact, this case is
{{
Jt' equivalent to C = -B.X.A which was covered above.
C = A,X.B where both A and B are matrices.
	
In order to make this operation
r-
meaningful, we shall apply a conformability restriction that the
number of columns in A and B are the same.
	
Then we can consider
A. and B as
r
A _ al	 a2	 - - -	 asA
B _ bl	 b2	 - _ _ bs ?	 e
A
_v .
1
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and form the cross product of corresponding vectors on a one-
for-one basis. That is:
cj	 aj x b j	for all j such that 1	 j S sA
For the 3-dimensional case, the sizes are:
rC=rA=rB=3
sC = sA sB
while for the planar case:
rA =rB = 2
rC=1
SC -- sA = sB
4.7 Arithmetic Exceptions
The rules governing division and exponentiation when one of the numbers involved
is zero will now be discussed. Let x be any non-zero real number, then:
the result of 0/x is O
the result of x/0 is 0
the result of 0/0 is 0
the result of ox is 0
the result of x0 is 1
the result of 00 is 1
that is, any number divided by zero is zero; and any number to the zeroth power
is one. Only the second ogle of the above (x/0) is considered an error. If it
should occur during the evaluation of an expression, a warning message is printed
after evaluation has been completed.
When evaluating A....B with A containing complex nurzbers, the conjugate of the
elements of A are used in the computation. This hold; even i one or both) of
the matrices is a scalar. Hence, the -dot operation cart provi4e the true inner
product of vectors in complex space.
I 
I 
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4.8	 Numerical Examples of Basic Expressions
Some numerical examples of the results of basic expression evaluation are in
order.	 Let
S = 4
Q = 1	 2	 4
3	 0	 5
3 8
VA =	 1	 ,	 VB =	 5
6	 2
s 3	 2	 9
T=7 8 -3
1	 4
Then:
S +:Q (or Q + S)	 results in
5	 6	 8
7	 4	 9
S * Q for Q
	 S. or Q... S. or S.L,Q , etc.)
4	 8	 16
12	 0	 20
Q/S yields
1
0.25'	 0.5'	 1
0.75,	 0	 1.25
S/Q yields`
4	 2	 1	 and a division by zero warning
1,333-•
,
 0	 0.8
y,+'	 ._	 ._	 -..,=_....^^^......: .=.,,,,r+ .r _ ^^^Y	 rte.,..,	 "yam	 ^.. . ^
	 ^.,i,^-•.aee"e-'",,,^ k
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S**Q yields
4 16	 256
64 1 1024
Q**S yields
1 16 256
81	 0 625
VA + VB (or VB + VA) yields
11
6
8
VB VA yields
54
4
VA.*.VB (or VB.*.VA) results in
24
5
12
VA.D.VB (or VB.D.VA) is
Y
s
SK
14-21
VA ... VB yields
41
VA.X.VB yields
-28
42
Q*VA is
f 291t 39
Q.D.VA gives
C
3	 2	 241
9 0 30
VA ... T is
l22	 38	 24]
T...VA is
22
38
24
T*VA is
65
11 ,z
7
_	 __
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T.*.T (or T**2) is
9	 4 81
49 64	 9
1 16	 0
J
T*T gives
32	 58	 21
74 66 39
31 34	 -3
T ... T is
94	 i0 11
10	 122 39
11	 39	 17
Q/Q is
1	 1	 1	 _
1 0	 1
Q**O is
1	 1	 1
1	 1	 1
4.9 Arithmetic Statements
After spending so much time on the generation of arithmetic expressions, the
reader will be glad to know we're finally going to put them to use. The first 	 X
application will be the arithmetic statement. In its simplest form, this statement
consists of a matrix name, an equal sign, and an arbitrary arithmetic expression 	 a
in that order.
,m
7-
	
^: *
,^.	 _
For example:
FORCE _ -K*X + FAP
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A = B
or
a
3
If
1 t
tI.
N
The statement is processed by evaluating the expression (which, of course,
always boils down to a single matrix); then deleting the matrix on the left of the
equal sign if it currently exists; and finally (re)defining the matrix on the left
of the equal sign to be a matrix of the same size, shape, and type, and containing
the numbers that result from the expression. In other words, the equal sign may
be interpreted as meaning "the matrix on the left is replaced by the result of the
expression on the right". Since the equal sign does not imply algebraic equivalence,
statements of the form:
I = I + 1
or
Q P*Q
are perfectly acceptable in MATE. Note that when the same name is used on both sides
of the equal sign, the old original value is used in the evaluation of the expression;
then it is deleted from memory and finally is replaced by the result of the entire
expression. In this sequence, it is quite possible to change the size of a matrix,
as will happen in our second example if the matrix P is neither a scalar nor a
square matrix,	 y
Remember: 	 The matrix name goes on the left of the equal sign, the expression on
the right.
;.
.. 4.10	 Number Types
The reader with a great deal of previous programming experience may be wondering
when we're going to discuss number types which can prove to be an annoyance in most
^t
other programming languages.	 The reasons for postponing this discussion till now are
x
v A
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simply that number types aren't critical in most of MATE work, and that the user
shouldn't have to worry about the differences between 2 and 2.0 (which amounts to
just a different bit pattern in the machine).
The elements of a matrix in MATE are numbers all of the same type. In the most
complete version of MATE, the type may be:
1. INTEGER
2. REAL or single precision floating point
3. DOUBLE PRECISION
4. COMPLEX
5. DPCOMPLEX - double precision complex
The type of numbers in the result of an arithmetic expression will be the same
type as those in the quantity with the highest type number within the expression.
For example, if an expression contains integer, double precision and? complex quantities,
the result of the expression will be a matrix of complex numbers.
	
The sole exception
to this rule is a basic expression which involves division or exponentiation of
la
integers.	 In these cases, the results of the expression are REAL numbers.	 Therefore,
the expression (5/8) has a result of 0.625 rather than zero which would be the result
of this expression in FORTRAN.
The remaining sections in this chapter will show how matrix names themselves
maybe made variable (that is, changed during execution of the program), discuss
the use of submatrices in expressions, and demonstrate updating a portion of a matrix.
4.11 Integer Scalar Expressions	 +
Before we can proceed with the remaining options in arithmetic expression and
statement writing, e'll need a eneral way to write inte gers. Since we've justg 	 g	 YJ
developed a most general way of writing expressions, we will define an Equivalent 	 .
J
rrw-	 e
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Integer Expression (EIE) by the following procedure:
1. Take an arbitrary MATE expression and evaluate it by the rules already
given.
2. If the result is not a scalar, take the element in the first row and
first column of the matrix and consider it as a scalar.
3. If this scalar is a complex number, discard its imaginary part and treat
only its real part.
4. Set the sign positive.
5. Convert the number to an integer by rounding from the nearest half.
by this definition then, we can take an arbi.,trary MATE expression and reduce
it to either a positive integer or zero. Steps 2 and 3 in the above procedure are
included only to allow processing of an "absurd" condition since we will see that
EIE's are used only in places where it would be the intent of the user to write
integer scalar expressions. It should be noted that MATE always converts to an
integer by rounding, whereas FORTRAN truncates.
i
We will not present any examples of EIE's since they look like any other
arithmetic expression. It is the context in which an expression occurs which determines
whether or not it is interpreted as an EIE.
4.12 Matrix Name Quajlifiers
Suppose it is desired to perform a sequence of operations, say twenty times.,
t d f e t ent different a tric s Ass i n ew want access to all tw nt ato e n w y	 m	 e 	 um g	
_	
e y m xices
at the same time, it will be necessary to give each matrix a unique name. Now of
course, we could code the operations twenty times each time using a different matrix
name on the left of the equal sign, but it would probably be a lot easier to set-
up some sort of loop to perform the operation the required number_ of times if we had
a method of distinguishing the names of the produced matrices. Naturally, we have
.	
.
..	 y
v	 ..
r
.,.	 o r
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such a method and we shall call it Array Name Qualifying.
We now expand the definition of a matrix name.
	 A matrix or array name not only
consists of the 1 to 6 alphabetic and/or numeric characters, but also may contain
an appendage of one or two non-negative integers. These integers are called array
name qualifiers.	 They are coded after the fixed (alphabetic) part of the name and
enclosed in double apostrophes both fore and aft. If two qualifiers are used, they
are separated by a comma.	 For example:
A''9" x
Q27r'3,511
Note that the digits 2 and 7 in the last example are not array name quall'iers, but
are a part of the fixed (alphabetic) array name. The numbers 3 and 5 constitute
the qualifiers on the name Q27.
Now, if the qualifier numbers were restricted to constants, nothing would be
added to the flexibility of the language. 	 So we allow the qualifiers to be any
Equivalent Integer Expressions (EIE) as defined in the preceding section.	 Then
qualified array names could appear as:
l
;F
A''3+J'' k
PS Z "K^ (LEVEL- 2*P) , BODYNO''
Array names with qualifiers can be,used anywhere an unqualified array name
may be used.	 (The sole exception to this rule is given in Chapter 10.)
	 However,
if qualified array names are used in EIE's which are qualifiers themselves, the `?
inner qualified names -must ce within parenthesis. For example, the MATE translator
can not handle.
A''B'rc''„ Illegal
s
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the coding should be:
At1(E1 
'Cl 1N1,
Other examples of array names qualified with other qualified array names
are:
S''l,Gk-(Tl r d i l_T s i d „l I l) *Pt l
R'' ( S " (W I V I I , WI IX I i ) 1 a) 1 ;
The above examples are not to be construed as typical, but merely legal.
When a qualifier number is zero, jA. is treated as if no qualifier had been
given. That is, MATE makes no distinction between the names A, A '' 0 '' , and A '' O,0''.
However, MATE makes a great distinction between the names A, A''1''
.
.  and A " 2''.
The same distinction, in fact, it would make between the names D, E, and F. Than
	
y
is, the existence of matrix A " 2 " does not imply there exists the matrix A " 1',
Moreover, if both A '' l '' and A' 1 2''  do exist, they are not necessarily the same
size or type.
So although the user may -visualize array name qualifying as providing an "array
of arrays" capability, the program takes the more pragmatic view that it has several
arrays with the same name and so it needs the qualifiers to tell them apart.
4.13 Subarray Referencing
Often the user may want to reference a single element, or perhaps a row or
column, or even a submatrix of a matrix. This reference could occur either to use
the portion of the matrix in an expression or to redefine its contents. The procedure
for subarray referencing consists of using EIE's to denote which row(s) and column(s)
are to be taken. We shall call EIE's used for this purpose array limiters since
they limit the region of interest in an array.;, (Although these limiters are identical`
.a,	 ..
I
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to matrix element subscripts, we won't use the word 'subscript' to avoid confusion
With the array name qualifiers which may be thought of as matrix subscripts.)
	 The array
limiters are coded after the array name and are enclosed in parentheses and separated
b	 commas.
	
We will consider four cases of array limiti ng.Y	 Y	 .S
and	 stand BIE's{In the following discussions, let I, J, K,	 L	 for arbitrary
which have the values i, j	 k and 1, respectively, 	 That is, i, j, k, and 1 are
the integers I, J, K, and L reduce to.
4.13.1	 Element Referencing -A
The element- in the ith row and jth column of the array A is referenced by:
A(I, J)<
r
Of course, if A is a matrix then A(I,J) is a scalar.
	
Note that the row number is
always given before the column number.
4.13.2	 Row Referencing
The entire ith row of the array A may be referenced by any of the	 ollowing
forms:
A(I)(	 )
A(I0
A(I,0)
or	 A(I,J)	 with j = 0
If A is a rectangular matrix, then A(I) is a one row matrix, while if A is a
vector, then A(I) is a scalar.
4.-13.,3	 Column Referencing
The entire jth column of the array A can be referenced by:
A(	 , J)
A(0,J)
or	 A(I,J)	 with i = 0
Fa
..,. 
-•	 eaka:+c,• Syr-.rr_ ^ 	 a^^_ ^ a^ 	 .
	 ^''+i^i _ YdRL._#5 ►^+.'^VeaGYC'F
A
1 	 r	
^ ^:
r	 arx	 y.	
.n
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If A is a rectangular matrix, A( ,J) is a vector.
4013.4 Subarray Referencing
AW
	
	
Ve reference a rectangular subarray of the array A which extends from the
ith thru the kth rows and the jth thru the ith columns, inclusively, by:
A(I,J,K,L)
This specification references the submatrix shown shaded.
x
ith row
k th row
^	 I^Akp
nth column	 Q th column
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Thus, A(I,J,K,L) is equivalent to an (k-i+l) row by V-j+l) column,
matrix whose ( 1.1) term equals a ij ,	 (1 , 2) term is a ij+,, etc.
For example, let D be the matrix:
1	 0	 4	 8	 0
2	 2	 3	 6	 8
D 2	 4	 1	 3	 0
4	 2	 1	 6	 7
3	 7	 5	 7	 9
then:
1	 0	 4
D(1,1,3,3) 2	 2	 3
2	 4	 1
3	 6	 81
D(2 9 3 9 4 9 5) 1	 3	 0;
1	 6	 7j
D(5 P 1 P 5 p 4)	 ^3	 7	 5 7j
1	 0
2	 2
D(1,1 p 5 p 2) 2	 4.
4	 2
3	 71L
furthermore:
both D(2)	 and D(2,1,2,5)	 2 2	 3	 6	 8]
0
2
both D(,2)	 and D(1,2,5,2) 4
7 1
2
both D(5,3)	 and D(5.3.5.3)	 5
7=.' . ..
0 1
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Again, the limiters may be arbitrary EIE s. For instance, to reference a 4
row by 7 column submatrix of the matrix PNB which is to start in the row and column
numbers contained in the variables names F and G. respectively; we could code;
PNB (F,G)F+3,G-+-6)
4	 .
So far we have implicitly assumed that the limiters are ;within the defined
rik
	
	 bounds of the matrix and that they are greater than zero except for the cases where
two limiters are used, and it is desired to reference an entire row or column; in
these Eases one limiter was zero while the other was non-zero. We will now introduce
some rather exotic concepts to give meaning to the otherwise ridiculous situation
4	 of referencing the zeroth row or an element outside of the array. And in the course
'	 of this development, we will simplify the use of subarray referencing.
r
r
	
	
The greatest simplifications in the use of subarray referencing occur when some
of the limiters are given as zero. A zero limiter is a signal to MATE that it is
ffi
	
	
to compute the value of the limiter to be used. Thus, the user is spared the time-
consuming and error-prone job of writing correct and consistent limiters everywhere.
There are three ways to code a zero limiter; (1) an arbitrary EIE which upon
T,	 evaluation is found to have a value of zero; (2) the simplest zero EIE, namely the
a	 scalar constant zero; or (3) to omit the limiter entirely and merely imply its
presence with the separating commas. Some examples of implied zero limiters for
both two and four element limiter strings are given below;
A	 )	 implies
/(
A (0,0)
(A 	 ) A (O,O)
A ( Z) A (l p)
A	 (, I ) A (O , I)
T
,. ^,
9
t s.
	 ...	
^ ♦ 	 4 A z
l
.'	 1
i
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I
A (I, J,) implies	 A (I,J,0,0)
A (I ) J„) A (I,J,0,0)
A (,1 ) J) A (O,I,J,O)
A (,I,J,) A (O,I,J,O)
A (I„ J) A (I,O t J, O)
A (,I, ,J) A (O,I,O,J)
A („I,J) A (090,1,-iI'
A (, ,	 ) A (090,0,0)
A () A (0,0,03,0)
A (I„) A (190,0,0)
A (, I ,) A (0919050)
A (,,I) A (0909I90)
A (,,,I) A (0,020,L)
A (I,J,,K) A (I)J,O,K)
A (I,J,K) A (I)J,K,O)
The first two examples in the list are eventually interpreted as a scalar
from the first row and column of the matrix, i.e. A(l,l). The third and fourth
examples reference the ith row and the ith column of A, respectively, as we have
already seen. The interpretation of the zeros in the four element limiter strings
will be seen to depend on the context in which the submatrix appears. Remember that
in the four element limiter strings, the first two entries specify the row and
column subscripts of the element which is to become the first elesient of the sub-
matrix, while the last pair of limiters define the row and column subscripts of
the element which will be the last number in the submatrix.
s_	 f
F
f
V
j^
4..L4 Subarray Referencing [n Expressions
Subarray referencing in expressions will now be
of a matrix used in an arithmetic expression is that
defined, any submatrix of that matrix must certainly
if from the 5 by 5 matrix named D, which was used in
in this section, the submatrix D (4,4,7,7) were refe
with the following definition;
discussed. Since the earmark
the matrix has been previously
be defined. Or is it? What
the numerical examples earlier
renced? We answer that question
FY
w
..	
w	 _Y
D (2,6,3,8) _	 0 0 0
0 0 0
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When constructing a subarray of an existing array, as many
additional rows and/or columns as required to satisfy the
last two limiters may be appended to the existing array.
These additional rows and columns contain all zeros.
Fictorally, then we can envision any array A as:
rr
it
rr
A i	 0 —^
i
.._ ... J7
0	 0
i
where the dotted lines denote the "defined" region of the array. Since this
1lexpanded"array has no bounds, all subarrays defined by non-zero limiters exist.
t
Therefore, returning to our numerical 5 by 5 matrix D, we have:
6 7 0 0
D ,(4,4,7,7)	 7 9 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
`F", 
 
lh.	 I
.^	
-^.._	
_,	 ,:.._:r:..^.... ...... ._	
- ^ ^^,{`$ tY+' ^` :a^^	 sc	 '	
,yid: ^,r+..^nk^w. 	 •c:..:r.yh.	 t	 ._
	 %	 -'y^.,. qr ...
zN.
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The next topic for consideration is the assumptions made when a limiter is given
as zero for a matrix used in an expression.	 Let A be	 a	 3 by 3 matrix whose
elements we will denote by:
i+
all	 a12	 a13
A	 = a21	 a22
	 23.
a31	 a32	 a33
and let B be the 5 by 4 matrix:
b1l	 b12	 b 13	 b14
^n
b21	 b22	 b23	 b24B	 _ 31	 32	 33	 34
b41	 b42	 b43	 b44 3'
b51	 b52	 b53	 b54
Now ordinarily A and B could not be joined by any arithmetic operator since their
sizes are such that they are not conformable for any operation.
	
However, just
because these operations are not defined in the classical sense, does not imply that
it would not be desirable and necessary at times to join these matrices in an u';
operation.	 To perform such operations, subarray referencing is required and the
easiest way to accomplish conformability is to let MATE compute the limiters.
Consider a matrix and a submatrix joined by an arithmetic operator, for instance:
H (1 9 3 1 61 ) * W
. L
What value should be used for the missing subscript?
	 Why, the value which provides
conformability for the operation, of course.
	 In this case, it would be the number
of rows in the matrix v.' plus two. 	 This brings us to the first rule:
Whenever possible, the conformability restrictions
determine the values to be assumed for limiters which
were given zero.
x
s ^_^^^A....yo.s....^.--......... —^.^.—.	 ^T
1
I 435
! Some examples of this rule which use the A and B matrices above are:
A + B (2,2,)
This is interpreted as A + B (2,2,4 , 4) so that conformability for addition
is maintained and we have:
all+b22	 a12+b23
	
al3+b24
A + B (2;2,) a21+b32	 a22±b33	 a, +b34
L a31+b42	 a32+b43	 a33+b44
B ( 1 v 2 9 3 v)	 B(9495,4)
This is interpreted as B (1,2 , 3,2).*.B (3,4,5,4) since row size of 3 is set
ai
by the first submatrix and the column size of one by the second set of limiters.
In terms of the elements, we have:
b12 b34
B ( 1 , 2 v 3 ,) •*.B(94j,53,4)	 s	 b22 b44	
32	 54
It is	 that there
	
restrictions toquite possible 	 are no conformability	 specify what
is to be assumed for a limiter given as zero.	 When this occurs, MATE proceeds along
the following lines:
For the starting row or column subscripts, the value of one is usually
assumed.	 The final subscripts are generally assumed to be the number
of rows or columns in the matrix.
More precisely, we have for the second rule:
In the absence of conformability restrictions, the values chosen for 4
'.: limiters	 definedgiven as zero are such that as many as possible of the
rows and columns are included in the submatrix. 	 However, if it becomes
necessary to venture outside of the defined region of the array to define
` the subarray, append no more null rows and/or columns than required. 1
tr
ri`.
.¢.	
•w.s	 ^a	 ...... 	 Y +^	 '.	 .sry.ae'vcseNw	 '°w"M1!'1k+	 t	 3^
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Perhaps this rule is beFC illuctrated by an expression which consists of a single
matrix with a limiter string. Using our 3 by 3 A matrix, then:
A(,2„) is interpreted as A (l.2,3,3), i. e.
a12 813
A(p2>>)
	 a22 a23
['32 a33
A(,,,) is interpreted as A(1,1,3,3) or simply as A.
A(7,2,) is interpreted as A(7,2,7,3). Since A would have to expand
	 to
have a seventh row, we have:
A(7123) - l0 01
A(4,4,) is interpreted as A(4,4,4,4) which is a zero scalar. Because the
first element is already in the expanded region and no conformability
requirements exist, MATE assumes there is no reason to expand the
submatrix further.
In general, the assignment of values to be used for zero limiters involves a blending
of both the "keep conformable” and "maximum defined/minimum expansion" rules above.
Again, using the 3 by 3 A matrix and the 5 by 4 B matrix, we have the examples:
ls
A(,,,2)+B(,,,4)
	
is interpreted as A(1,1,3,2) + B(123,3,4)
x
A(	 ) B(	 ) is interpreted as A(1 1 3 3,) B(1 1 3 4)
1
A(2,3B (4,2,)	 is interpreted	 A(2,3,3,3)„)-as - B(402,5,2)
A.X.B(2,4,)
	 is interpreted as A,x . B(2,4,4,4)
In summary, the values assumed for array limiters which were given as zero or
1
^ ^^
14 Wr-
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omitted are such that (1) conformability is obtained and (2) the largest submatrix
which contains only defined elements is incorporated.
4.15 Updating a Matrix
If you will remember earlier in this chapter, we introduced the arithmetic
1,
	 statement which took the form:
A. -. HJ
where A is a matrix name and E symbolizes an arbitrary arithmetic expression. These
statements are processed by:
1. Evaluating the expression E
2. Deleting the matrix A from memory if it was previously de.ined
IT 3. Defining A to be a matrix which is identical to the result of the
evaluation of the expression E
Aw
Now, of course, the name A could be qualified with arbitrary ETE s, which
we'll denote by I and J, to form arithmetic statements of the form:
A''I'' = E
A I,J
	 E
Such statements are processed as outlined above and redefine the qualified name.
That is, the execution of the statement A '' I '' 	 E where I reduces to the number
one has no effect on the matrices A. A " 2" , A " 3 " , etc.; while the old matrix
A 11 1'' is destroyed and redefined.
Suppose, however, that instead of (re)defining an entire matrix, we wish, to
change only a portioa of a matrix. We accomplish this by using limiters with the
name on the left of the equal sign. These limiters specify the region to be changed.
For instance, again let A be a matrix name and E an arbitrary expression, and let
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I, J, M, N be arbitrary equivalent integer expressions (EIE's). Then, an
arithmetic statement of 'ie form:
A(I,.T,M,N) = E
is processed by:
1, Evaluating the expression E
2. Evaluating the EIE's 1, J, M, and N to reduce them to integers which
we will denote by i, j, m, and n. For now, we will assume all of
these integers are greater than zero.
3. Examining the table of currently defined matrices for the matrix
named A. If the matrix already exists, procede to step 4a; if rot,
jump to step 4b.
4a. Compare the size of the previously defined A matrix with m and n. If
the number of rows and columns in the existing A matrix are greater
than or equal to m and n respectively, procede to step 5.
	 If not,
append additional rows and/or columns of zeros to the matrix as required
so that it becomes at least an m row by n column matrix. 	 Then perform
step 5.
4b. Define the watrix A to be an m row by n column matrix and set- every
element to zero.	 Then perform step 5.
^r
5. Copy the elements from the result of the expression E into A starting
with ith row and jth column to fill the region of A denoted by the
t
limiters.	 Should the result of E be too small to fill the region, putg	 ^ P
zeros in the trailing rows and columns.
Therefore, an arithmetic s ta tement of the form A( I ,J,M,N) = E:
(1) Completely redefines the region specified by the limiters.
(2) Does not change	 any previously defined elements outside this region.
(3) May increase the size of a matrix.
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As in the case of subarray referencing in expressions, MATE will assume values
Iwo for any limiters which reduce to zero or are omitted.	 The computations in this
case are greatly timplified however.
	 The assumed values are chosen such that they
are the minimum limiters which will allow the entire result of the
	 toexpression
be copied into the matrix on the left of the equal sign.
	 For instance, if the
result of the expression is an rE row by s E
 column matrix, the missing limiters
in Lhe, s tate:aent
A (I , J„) = E
would be taken as (i+rE -1) and (j+sE-1), respectively.
In addition, a limiter string of two elements may be used to change a single
element, row, or column of an array.	 Using the same nomenclature as above we
would have;
to set the element 1.n the, ith row and jth column
A(I,J) = E
to redefine the ith row
A(I) = E
and to reset the jth column
A(,J) = E
1
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CHAPTER 5.0 LOGICAL OPERATIONS, EXPRESSIONS, AND STATEMENTS
So far we have dealt only with matrices, that is arrays of numbers. But arrays
of non-numeric items are also possible in MATE. One such non-numeric item, known as
a logical variable, is the subject of discussion in this chapter.
In order to provide the user some incentive to read this chapter (other than
"because it is there"), we note that the logical expressions we will discuss allow
a most general way to compare quantities and evaluate even involved relationships in
a concise and straightforward manner. The reader who is familiar with Fortran IV
will already appreciate the power and convenience of the logical expression. In MATE,
the logical expressions have been expanded to operate on an entire array and two new
logical operations have been defined. The material, in this chapter closely parallels
that in the previous chapter, and the presentation here will assume familiarity with
the concepts developed in the later sections of that chapter.
Logical variables are binary quantities. That is, there are only two possible
values a logical variable can assume. We will denote these values by the symbols
.TRUE, and ,FALSE.	 Since MATE is an array oriented program, we can have an array
of logical variables in which each element of the array has either the value .TRUE.
or the value .FALSE.	 The naming rules for logical arrays are the same as those
for matrices (reference Section 4.1).
Furthermore, array name qualifying and/or subarray referencing may be used with
logical arrays names, just as they were used with matrix names. Note that the
qualifiers and limiters themselves are _still given as integer expressions (EIE's)
and cannot contain. logical variables. Consider, for instance:
D"10" (21,23,3,4)
Y
	 sf
ss
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which we know is a 2 row by 3 column subarray of the array named D''10''. 	 Now as
before, we could have:
D"lQ" "	 (2 2 3 4)	 =	 2.1	 3.5	 v,-7.9>	 > 4.2	 5.1	 -6.3
in which case D''10 " 	 (2,2,3,4) represents a submatrix; or perhaps:
r ..
D''10''
  
	 (2,2,3,4)	 _ .TRUE.	 .TRUE.	 .FALSE.
.FALSE.
	
.TRUE.	 .FALSE.
in which case D "10 '' '(2,2,3,4) is a logical subarray which implies every element
of D"10" must contain either the value	 .TRUE. or .FALSE.
rW
5.1	 Relational Operators
One of the most useful methods of generating a logical variable involves the j
use of two numbers combined with a relational operator. 	 The relational operator
symbols and their meaning are:`
H
.GT.	 greater than
.GE:	 greater than or equal to
.EQ.
	
equal to
.NE.	 not equal to
.LE.	 less than or equal to
.LT.	 less than
Just as the arithmetic operators of the previous chapter took two matrices and
performed arithmetic to generate a new matrix, these relational operators take two 4
matrices and compare their elements to generate a logical array.	 For instance if:
A	 = 2	 0	 -3
5	 2	 1 i
and the matrix B has been defined as:
is
B 2	 -2	 -7
5	 3	 -1
tlow-
_r.	
u	 ti
l
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1`rll then the result of the expression A.GT.B 3.s:
,FALSE. 
	
.TRUE.	 .TRUE.
.FALSE.
	
.FALSE,	 .TRUE.
i
while the expression A,LE.B would have the result:
,TRUE.
	
,FALSE,	 .FALSE.
,TRUE.	 .TRUE.	 .FALSE.
r
F:
Now the quantities tieing compared by the relational operator are not restricted to
matrix names, but may be constants or any arithmetic expressions. To wit:
A + 2.7*C ... E.LT.$SQRT (F/G)
Li
^- In the evaluation of such expressions, the results of the arithmetic expressions
are computed first, then are compared via the relational operator. To emphasize
this computing sequence, we could have written:
(A + 2.7*C ... E),LT. ($SQRT(F/G))
a,
I
The reason for performing the arithmetic first becomes apparent whey,, one considers
the expression A+B.EQ.0 (which is evaluated as if it were written (A+B).EQ.C). 	 Note
that if the "expression" were written A+(B,EQ.C), we would have nonsense since it
r.
implies that A is to be added to the logical array (B,EQ.C) and addition of logical
quantities is not defined.
Since ordering of complex numbers is not defined, if either or both of matrices
being joined by a relational operator are of the complex type, the only permissible
operators are .EQ. and .NE. .
The conformability requirements and handling procedures for the relational
operators are identical to those of the element-by-element arithmetic operators, i.e.
r'	 ^	 2:::	
..--..-r.a:..:s-----•
	
` ''mot`	 _^^'^ ^' ^•-^	 "" u	 —'^'^.^_::...,^c:.^.^u, __ 	 .'°	 _ ^	 1^	 '^`"^`
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and **). Therefore, an expression like (A.GT..5) which combines a
matrix and a scalar would generate a logical array which is the same size as the
matrix and contains the value .TRUE. wherever the corresponding element of A is
greater than one-half. The assumptions made for limiters which are given as zero
also follow exactly the same procedures used for the + arithmetic operator, and as
such will not be presented here. The reader who is unsure of the conformability
restrictions is advised to scan the appropriate sections (4.6 and 4.14) of the
previous chapter mentally substituting the relational operators .GT. , ,GE. , .NE.
.LE. , and .LT. for the operator +.
At the risk of belaboring a point, let us go over the difference between:
A B
and
A. EQ. B
The top line is an arithmetic statement in which the computer is told to destroy the
existing A matrix and redefine the A matrix to be a copy of the matrix B. The
second line is a logical expression in which the matrices A and B are to be compared
and the results of this comparison define an unnamed temporary logical array. Neither
A nor B are changed by their use in the expression.
5.2 Logical Operators
We have just discussed the relational operators which compare two matrices to
form logical arrays. We now introduce other operators, named logical operators,
which combine the logical arrays to form other logical arrays. MATE contains five
logical operators: the complementary operator .NOT. and the four connective operators
.AND. , .OR. , .EQ. , and .NE. . To illustrate these operators, let A and B be logical
variab"ies or corresponding_ elements of logical arrays (as generated by a relational
"y`4^^4E'•'i-'Tan '^T{^iY	 '4'%}i?fYK i}
^Y^^rt ^h
i
a
.^8
t?
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operator, for instance). That is, both A and B have been previously defined and
contain values of either .TRUE. or .FALSE.	 Then the values of expressions which
use logical operators are given below.
,NOT. A This has the value .TRUE. only if A is .FALSE.
it has the value .FALSE. only if A is .TRUE.
A .AND. B This has the value .TRUE. only if A and B are both .TRUE,
it has the value .FALSE. if either A or B is .FALSE,
A .OR. B (Inclusive OR)	 This has the value .TRUE. if either A
or B is .TRUE.	 ; it has the value .FALSE. only if both
A and B are .FALSE,
(A)	 ,EQ.	 (B) This has the value .TRUE, if either both A and B are .TRUE.
or if both A and B are .FALSE. ; it has the value .FALSE.
fit if A and B differ
(A)	 .NE.	 (B) (Exclusive OR)	 This has the value .TRUE. if A and B
differ; it has the value .FALSE, if they are the same
^A
s
A complete list of outcomes of two logical elements joined by one of the above
is given in the Truth Table on the following page.
	
Note that two logical operators
be	 if the	 issecond one	 .NOT.	 .adjacent onlymay
	
J	 Y
The logical operators have the same conformability restrictions and use the
same handling procedures as the relational operators and the element-by-element
arithmetic operators suchP as the + operator.P
TRUTH TABLE
Let A and B be logical variables or elements of logical expressions; and denote
.TRUE. and .FALSE. by T and F respectively.
If A has the value --►
and B has the value
then
A .AND. B
T
T
T
F
F
T
F
F
T F F F
.NOT.A.AND.B F F T F
A.AND..NOT.B F T F F
.NOT.A.AND..NOT.B F F F T
.NOT.(A.AND.B) F T T T
A.OR.B T T T F
.NOT.A.OR.B T F T T
A.OR..NOT.B T T F T
.NOT.A.OR..NOT.B F T T T
.NOT. (A. OR. B) F F F T
A.EQ.B T F F T
.NOT.A.EQ.B F T T F
A.EQ..NOT.B F T T F
.NOT.A.EQ..NOT.B T F F T
.NOT.(A.EQ.B) F T T F
A-.NE.B F T T F
.NOT.A.NE.B T F F T
A,NE..NOT.B T F F T
.NOT.A.NE..NOT.B F T T F
,NOT.(A.NE.B) T F F T
5-6
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Since the most common way to form the logical arrays to be used involves
the relational operators, a typical logical expression might be:
A.GE.-10..AND.A.LE.-2
which is .TRUE. for each element of A (a ij ) such that:
-10 L ai j L -2
As in arithmetic expressions, the liberal use of parentheses to control the
Csequencing of operations and to eliminate doubt as to 'what goes with what' is
f
encouraged.	 Within a given level of parentheses, the order of computations is:
1.	 Function references
2.	 Arithmetic expressions
3.	 .GT,	 .GE.	 ,	 .EQ.	 ,	 .NE.	 .LE.	 .LT.
4.	 .NOT.
5.	 .AND.
6.	 .OR.
In the event of more than one operator of the same rank within a level of parentheses,
therocessin	 occurs from left to right.p	g	 g
Note that the same symbols are used both for two relational and logical
operators, namely ,EQ. and .NE.	 .	 Now the MATE translator is unable to distinguish
the sense in which these symbols are used, and since the relational operations must
occur before the logical ones, the user must generally enclose the relational
expressions within parentheses whenever these relational expressions are to be
joined by the logical operators .EQ. and ,NE. 	 Hopefully, this will become clearer
i
after study of the following examples.
}
x
W	
m
MW
t	 ssa F	 e..
+	 '1Y
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Some examples of logical expressions, in which A, B and C are matrices and L. M,
and N are logical arrays, follow.
1. Test that A equals B within the tolerance C (wht-re C is assumed to be a
small positive number). This form is recommended whenever both A and B
are not integer type matrices since round-off error may occasionally
eause an erroneous result of the simpler form A.EQ.B.
B-C.LT.A.AND.A.LT.B+C
2. Write a logical expression that has the value .TRUE. whenever any of
the corresponding elements in A, B, and C are less than or equal to zero.
!f
iE
A.LE.O.OR.B.LE.O.OR.C.LE.O
j
This result could also be obtained from the expression:
.NOT.(A.GT.O.AND.B.GT.O.AND.C.GT.0)
3. Write an expression which is .TRUE. whenever any of the corresponding
elements in L. M. and N are .TRUE.
L.OR.M.OR.N
4. Write an expression which is .TRUE. whenever the corresponding elements 	 =r
in L, M and N are all .TRUE.
L.AND.M.AND,N
i 
Ow
x
R.^	
W	
..	
..	
f. R	
gnwk ..	 u	 6	 cx	 {	 [	 es
_	
. •
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both5.	 Write an expression which is	 TRUE. whenever either A or B elements or
are greater than the corresponding elements in C:
II
A.GT.C.OR.B.GT.0
Note that this expression may not be written:
A.OR.B.GT.0	 Illegal
since A is numeric and thus cannot be joined by a logical operator.
6.	 Write an expression which is	 TRUE. when the elements of L are
	 TRUE. or
when the corresponding elements of B are greater than those of C:
L.OR.B.GT.0
Note that is exactly the same form that was considered an error in the
r1a previous example.	 It is quite acceptable here since the 	 OR. combines
two logical quantities namely L and (B.GT.C).
	 Also, it is probably well
to note here that the MATE translator would accept the erroneous expression
in the preceeding example since it is of a legitimate form.
	 The MATE
executor would balk at the data type incompatibility when it went to
perform the operation.
rim
A
7.	 Write an expression which is	 TRUE. when the corresponding elements of
P I
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8. Write an expression which is .TRUE. when the corresponding elements of
A, B and C either equal each other or are all different, .FALSE. if two
of the three are the same.
A.EQ.B.AND.B.EQ.C.OR.A.NE.B.AND.B.NE.C.AND.A.NE.0
t
9.	 Write an expression which is .TRUE. whenever L is .TRUE. and the corresponding
elements of B and C are equal, or when the element of L is .FALSE. and
B and C are not equal:
L.EQ.(B.EQ.C)
Note the parentheses here are mandatory since without them the MATE
translator would interpret the expression as ((L,.EQ.B).EQ.C) and cause
an error in execution when attempt is made to compare the logical variable
from L against the number from B.
10.	 Write an expression which is .TRUE. whenever corresponding elements trom
L-, M, and N are the same, i.e_., either all .TRUE. or all .FALSE.
(L.EQ.M)	 .AND.	 (M.EQ.N)
Letting	 L = A.EQ.B
M = B.EQ.0
N = A.EQ.0
implies we could write the soiution of the example No. 8 above as:
(A.EQ. s). EQ.(B.EQ.C.AND.((B.EQ.C).EQ.(A.EQ.C))
where all parentheses used are required.
w
AFa
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5.3	 L_	 cal Constants and Functions
A logical expression can consist of any of the following, either alone or in
combination,
1.	 A logical array name
2.	 An expression which combines matrices via the relational operators, i.e.
.GE.	 ,	 .GT.	 ,	 .EQ.	 ,	 .NE.	 ,	 .LE.	 ,	 .LT.
3.	 An expression which uses logical arrays and the logical operators, i.e.
.NOT.	 ,	 .AND.	 ,	 ,OR.	 ,
	
OEQ.
	 ,	 .NE.
4.	 A logical constant
5.	 A logical function reference
We have already discussed the first three items.
	
The logical constants are
simply coded as .TRUE. and .FALSE.
	 .	 A logical function is merely a function whose
value is a logical array. 	 The appearance of logical functions is identical to that
of arithmetic functions (see Section 4.4).
	
Their use also parallels that of
arithmetic functions in that the function reference may either stand alone or be
used as a logical array name in an expression.	 For instance;
$EXIST (A.)
or
$EXIST(A).AND.CASENO.GT.O
5.4	 Logical Statements
The processing of logical_ statements is again almost iden'^ical to that of•
arithmetic statements.	 A logical statement consists of an array name, either with
{ or without qualifiers and limiters, an equal sign, and a Logical expression in that
r order..	 If the name on the left of the equal sign is given with limiters and already
contains some data, that data must be logical, since MATE cannot convert the .TRUE.
and .FALSE, values in the expression into any other type of data.
	 Also, if the
.«^^_`n
.c
K
err»._	 '.-:
w^i
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limiters require that the array on the left be enlarged, the additional rows
and/or columns are filled with the value .FALSE. before the copying.
An example of a logical statement follows.
P
Suppose we are given two large vectors P and DELTA
which contain the results of force/deflection tests
on a number of similar specimens. The corresponding	 •04X
rows of P and DELTA define one reading, thus their
	
44,
^^t
	
-
0
size is the same. It is desired to construct a logical	 •^ •^^
array named GOODPT which will be the same size ao P and
YEII.D
contain the value ,TRITE, in the rows which correspond
to a point which is within + 20%
 of the theoretical value. In this case, the
theoretical value will be defined by two straight lines which have slopes of SLOPEI
and SLOPE2 and P axis intercepts of zero and PAXI, respectively. The second
straight line with SLOPE2 is to be used for deflections greater than a deflection
called YIELD.
The following logical statement defines the logical array GOODPT.
GOODPT	 DET.TA.LE.YIELD.AND.P,GE.O.8*
SLOPEI*DELTA . AND.P . LE.1.2*SLOPEI
*DELTA
.OR,DELTA . GT.YIELD.AND.
P.GE.0 . 8*(PAXI+SLOPE2*DELTA)
.AND.P.LE.i.2*(PAXI+SLOPE2*DELTA)
_A statement which could use the elements in GOODPT to control further processing
is introduced in Section 8.5,	 s"
--
_ .	
..	 .
may,
.m.. ^.....	 ,iii
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CHAPTER 6.0 ALPHANUMERIC CONSTANTS VARIABLES, AND STATEMENTS
Another type of non-numeric data which can reside in a MATE array is alpha-
numeric or title data. Each element of such an array contains a string of printable
characters. The names of these arrays must conform to the standard MATE naming
rag
rules given in Section 4.1. Again, array name qualifying and limiter strings are
permitted. Note, however, that the subarray TITLE (1,1) consists of all the
characters in the first element of the array named TITLE; not just the first character
or the character in the first computer word of TITLE.
There are two forms of alphanumeric constants which can be coded as part of
a MATE statement. In the first form, the alphanumeric information is enclosed in
sin gle apostrophes, e.g.;
'THIS IS A SAMPLE OF AN ALPHANUMERIC CONSTANT'
There are two important restrictions when using this form of the constant; the
character string cannot contain an apostrophe nor can it be all blank.
To bypass these restrictions, we have the second form of an alphanumeric
constant in which the number of characters (including any blanks) are counted, then
the letter H islaced directly in front of the constant and the H in turn isP	 Y	 ,
preceded by the character count, e.g.:
45HTHIS IS A SAMPLE OF AN ALPHANUMERIC CONSTANT.
Note that when counting the characters, the place immediately following the
H contains the first character.
No operations are defined for alphanumeric arrays or constants However,
i
there is an alphanumeric statement of the form:
i
A B
w^..w.::^s.^• ,', '^}j W4w.AJreaidx «».-.^	 .v =-.wv%a't^r4.-en ywsi -"^.. --1	^^ ^
w.	 man.-•$-_•_-.-r.,^	 .^.^s,^,`.,.	 naw*^	 ,,,^, ^ ._.r., .r	 - --s *`,s^-
Y.v
-.	
..-.	 _....: ,....
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which allows copying of alphanumeric information; and where A is an array name
while B is an array name or an alphanumeric constant. Boch A and B may have array
name qualifiers or limiter strings. But, if the statement is to update only a
portion of an existing A array, the existing elements must also be alphanumeric.
If an array is enlarged by this statement, any additional elements which are un-
defined are set all blank. For example, the statement:
HEADNG (2) _ 'CMG PROBLEM - CASE 2'
redefines the element in the second row, first column of HEADNG so that it contains'
the given characters. If HEADNG exists before this statement, it must contain
alphanumeric characters. If it was not defined before, the above statement will
also set the first element all blank.
In addition to their use in alphanumeric statements, alphanumeric arrays and
	 W
constants may also be used as arguments in routine and function references which
are discussed in Chapter 9.	
i'
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CHAPTER 7.0 CODING MATE STATEMENTS
Ma
The user's instruction list, i.e, the MATE statements, may be coded on the
r standard Fortran coding form. 	 This has been chosen so that no special forms will
be required.	 These cards are subject to the following rules:
1) A "C" in card column 1 indicates that the remainder of the card, columns
2-72, contains comments that are not to be translated. 	 Every commeat
card must have a "C" in column 1.	 Comment cards may be placed before any
statement.
2) MATE statements are punched within card columns 7-72.	 If the statement
is completed on one card, column 6 must contain a zero or blank. 	 If the
statement is too long for one card, it may be continued within columns
7-72 of a continuation card. 	 Each continuation card must have a character
other than a blank or zero in column 6 and only blanks in columns 1-5.
There may be as many as 5 consecutive continuation cards used to contain
a single statement.	 Each MATE statement must start on a new card. 	 ,..F.
3) Any MATE statement (except the ROUTINE statement introduced in Chapter 10)
may have a statement number. ` A statement number is entered in columns 1-5
of a card and must be an unsigned integer constant from I to 9999.
	
Decimalg	 g
points or decimal exponents are not allowed on a statement number.
	 Within
a given routine each statement number must be unique. 	 Statement numbers
need not be right justified, i.e.
	
the units digit need not be in column 5.
4) Within columns 7-72 blanks may be placed wherever desired to improve
readability, except a blank may not be imbedded within'a name. 	 The liberal
use of blanks is recommended and indeed, unlike Fortran, there are places
in which we shall require at least one blank. 	 These places are denoted by
G
a lower case 'b' with a slash thru it O.
f
_ice
,1
3
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5) Card columns 73 and beyond are ignored by the translator and may be used
to contain deck identification and card sequence information.
6) Every punch on a card must be a member of our character set. The character
'E
set contains the 26 letters of the English alphabet, the numerals zero
f	 through nine, the blank, and the following special characters:
+	 plus sign
minus sign
*	 asterisk	 f
/	 slash
left parenthesis
right parenthesis	
it
period or decimal point
^ R
comma
equal sign
dollar sign	 JI F
'	 apostrophe
An example of MATE coding is presented in Chapter 12.
a
t	 ?
}
s :,
K
f :	 _
.. — %i	 -	 -	 +6t»	
. 	 q
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r;
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CHAPTER 8.0 CONTROL STATEMENTS
The control statements enable the user to control the flow of processing
in his program.
8.1 The Unconditional Transfer Statement
General Form:
GO TO n
where n is a statement number
ex: GO TO 25
This statement causes control to be transferred to the
statement numbered 25.
8.2 The Computed GO TO Statement
General Form:
GO TO (nl, n2, ... , nm) , i
where nl , n2 , ,.., nm are statement numbers
i is an equivalent integer expression (EIE).
This statement causes control t6 be transferred to the statement numbered ni
(that is, to n l , n2 , ..., nm depending on whether the value of i is 1, 2, ..., m,
respectively, at the time of execution). If the statement number is omitted, control
is transferred to the next sequential statement. If the value of i is not within
the range (one to m), an error comment is made and control is transferred to the
next sequential statement.
ex: GO TO (30, 75, 50, 9), I 	 2
If I is 5 at the time of execution, a transfer to
the third statement in the list, i.e. statement 50
3
will occur,	 jit
ex: GO TO (^ 20, ,_40) I
r
2
n
-
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If I is 1, 3, or greater than 4, a transfer to the
next statement of the list will occur.	 If I is 2 or 4,
a transfer to statements 20 or 40, respectively, is made.
8.3 The Arithmetic IF Statement
t
General Form:
IF	 (e) nl , n 2 , n3
where n l , n2 , n3
 are statement numbers, a is an
arithmetic expression. -.7
is
This statement causes control to be transferred to the statement numbered n l , n2,
or n3 if the value of the first element in a is less than, equal to, or greater:
than zero, respectively.	 If e is COMPLEX, only the real part of ell is considered.
^f
ex:	 IF	 (A (J,K)	 - B * B)
	 10, 4 2	30$
ii
Omitted statement numbers imply a transfer to the next sequential statement.
ex:	 IF	 (A),	 30, 40
This statement causes control to be transferred to the next sequential statement
J
if A is negative or to statement 30 or 40 if A is zero or
	 greater than zero,
respectively.
8.4 The STOP Statement
General Form:
p
STOP
This causes termination of execution
y:
q
w
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8.5 The Logical IF Statement
rj	 General Form:
IF (b) s
where b is a logical expression containing one element.
and s is a statement.
If the logical expression b is .TRUE. statement s is executed. Control is then
f
,r
transferred to the next sequential statement unless s is a transfer statement. If
the logical expression b is .FALSE. statement s is ignored and control is trans-
r
W	 ferred to the next sequential statement.
4	 Restrictions: The statement s may not be one of the following:
IF
DO
ROUTINE
END
u..
If a logical array is given in place of b, only the first element of the array is
used in the test. An example of a logical IF statement follows.
'	 IF (A.LT.LWRLMT.OR.A.GT.UPRLMT) A = 0
This statement sets A to zero if it is less than LWRLMT or if it is greater than
UPRLMT .
	
^^	
I
-	 I
8.6 DO Looping Statement
General Form:
DO n
	 i m1 , m2 , m3
	
-	 where n is a statement numter of a statement which
	 =j
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Only the first element of these expressions are used. They may not be COMPLEX
type. If m3 is omitted, it is assumed to be plus or minus one depending on
whether ml is less than or greater than m2, respectively.
Define the range of a DO to be from the statement which immediately follows
the DO down•thru and including the statement with the statement number n.
In the case ml e- m2 , execution proceeds as follows;
1) i is set equal to ml
2) the range of the DO is executed
3) i is compared to m 2 if i _t m2 step 5 occurs, otherwise step 4
4) i is incremented by m3 then step 2 occurs
5) control is transferred to the statement beyond the range of the DO,
i.e, to the statement which immediately follows the statement numbered n.
Execution proceeds in the same manner for the case ml > m2 except the sense
the test in step 3 is reversed.
Restrictions: A transfer into the range of DO from outside its range is
forbidden. However, a transfer from inside the range to
outside is permitted.
If the range of a DO contains another DO statement, the range
of the inner DO must lie wholly within the range of the outer
DO. The last statement in the range of a DO can not be one
of the following:
DO
STOP
RETURN
END
ROUTINE
0
Q
..	 _	 ..^.	 _ X-
l
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})il
t
For example, the DO loop:
k	
DO 25 1 = 1, J+l
A (1) - 1*C
25 B'I'' _ I**I
is equivalent to the following statements when the first element of J, i.e. jll
is such that 1 < 	< 2•jl^-
A(1) = C
B' 1 1 i1 = 1
A(2) 2kC
i
B' '2"	 4
A(3) 3*C
B' 1 3 11 = 27
8.7 The CONTINUE Statement
General Form:
	
^	 I
CONTINUE
	
1
This statement does nothing. However, it can be useful as the last statement in a
nested DO loop to comply with the nesting restrictions.
low
E
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CHAPTER 9.0 ROUTINE REFERENCE STATEMENTS
MATE is a routine oriented language. By this, we mean that the user is
strongly encouraged to modularize the coding of his instructions as much as
possible; and in so doing, visualize the solution process as the successive
executiop of both special and general-purpose routines.
Some of the advantages of modularization are: that small routines are easier
and less costly to check-out, correct, modify, and adopt to new applications than
large ones; the use of routines often permits a sizable reduction in the coding
effort required since a sequence of operations to be executed many times at various
points in the solution process need only be coded once as a routine and not be
rewritten every time it is required; and finally, some computer operating systems
will allow routines which do not reference each other to share the same core space
thus reducing the core storage necessary to contain the program.
Now, let us consider the structuring of routines in a moderately-sized problem
• 	 At
such as shown in the chart below.
e
a
tF
I*
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In this chart, we see that the s^ltltion has been broken-up into three major
routines named PARTI, PART2, and PARTS. The remaining rectangles represent other
MATE routines and functions which may have been written especially for the problem
at hand or developed earlier foi a previous solution and found to be applicabl,-,
to the current problem.
The large circle represents the universal array pool. Every routine may use
or define arrays in this pool by merely using the array name. That is, MATE assumes
every array belongs iti the universal array pool unless it is told otherwise. The
small circles also represent array pools. These array pools are considered property
of the routine to which they are attached. The arrays they contain are termed
internal arrays. These internal arrays cannot be directly referenced by any other
routine.
Finally, we turn our attention to the connecting lines in the chart. These
lines symbolize routine or function references or in Fortran parlance "CALL's".
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to these routine references.
x
d
a
9.1 Routine Reference Statement
The simplest form of the routine reference statement occurs when there are no
arguments to be transmitted to/from the called routine. In this case, the statement
consists entirely of just the name of the routine to be executed.
In order to develop a meaningful example of such a routine reference, we will
need a routine to reference; so we completely define a routine named SUMTRN by the
statements
ROUTINE SUMTRN
Q A + 2 B + C	 g
P = Q ... M Q
END
y
P	 "
J(i
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rWe see that SUMTRN (re)defines the matrices P an d Q using the numbers in the
matrices A, B, C and M. The first and last statements, known as routine definition
and END statements which will be discussed in the next chapter, may be ignored for now.
Where does the routine SUMTRN get the matrices A, B, C and M to perform its
operations? From the universal array pool, of course. It also places its 'answers'
P and Q in the universal array pool. Now since the routine which references SUMTRN
is also using he universal arr ay pool, it can define the matrices A B C and Mg	 Y P	 ^	 >	 >
for SUMTRN as required and canuse the matrices P and Q directly. Therefore, the
coding
v
M = R + $SQRT (DELTA)
SUMTRN
k S =Q+RAP
fx.	 is equivalent to the coding:
Jl
r'
t
M R + $SQRT (DELTA)
Q=A+2*B+C**2
P = Q	 M*Q
S=Q+R*P
Although this particular example is rather trivial., it does demonstrate two
important concepts. First, the automatic communication of data among routines
.P
allows routines which are thought too big to be readily broken up. Second, and most
important, is the computing sequence. Note that whenever a routine is referenced
_ A	 -	 w
..	 1W
t	 ms` µtZ,-
;.
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P
control passes to the first statement of the referenced routine; then marches thru
that routine in the normal fashion; and upon completing that routine returns to the
statement immediately following the statement which referenced the routine in the
calling routine.
The automatic linkage of data thru the universal array pool does provide a
convenience; however, it also has a major draw-back. Namely, that this form of data
linkage does not lend itself to writing general-purpose routines. To elaborate on
this point, let's reconsider our sample routine SUMTRN. Suppose we wished to execute
SUMTRN in another application using the matrix D in place of C, or perhaps , we don't
want the 'answers' named P` and Q since we have already defined a P or Q matrix and
don't want it destroyed. Faced with these difficulties, we could either change
SUMTRN or surround the reference to it with a flurry of arithmetic statements to
save and restore the affected matrices under other names. Since neither of these
solutions is desirable, we will introduce another method of data linkage between
routines.
By using an argument string to transmit data to /from a. routine, we can obtain
a routine which is not dependent on the actual names used within it. Such a routine
will usually find more applications than a routine which uses the universal array
pool for communication, since only what it does is frozen, not what it does it to.
The details of argument string data linkage will be deferred to the next chapter.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to permissible forms of routine and
function references.
A routine which requires, say, three arguments may be referenced by any of the
following forms:
name	 al, a2 , a3
or	 name, all a2 , a3
or	 name (al , a2 , a3)
fi
p,
t;
t
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where. 'name' is the name of the routine to be executed; 	 'al, a2, a3' are the
4	 i
arguments which we assume are matrix names for the time , being; and '^' indicates
at least one blank card column required. 	 Some examples of routine reference
t
statements are:
STIFGN K,GEOM,MAT,AREAS
A (B,	 C, A)
ASMBL, TA, TB
In these examples, STIFGN, A, and ASMBL are the names of the routines to be called.
M
All other names, including the second occurrence of the name A, are array or matrix
names,
	 The different forms of this statement are interchangeable and which form is
used is merely a matter of personal preference.
	 Since the author prefers the firstCr
4.
f
form, that form will be used in most subsequent examples.
ti The arguments,	 'ai ' in the formal definition above, are not limited to bare
matrix names.	 They may be any legal expression.	 For instance:
wG 1.	 Any type of constant.
1M}
2.	 A matrix or array name with or without a qualifier field.
3.	 A submatrix or subarray, i.e, a matrix or array name which is given with
w limite',,_	 A qualifier field may also be appended.
p
4.	 A function reference.
H,
,ter
S F 5.	 Any arithmetic or logical expression built using the arithmetic, relational
F or logical operators to combine or complement any of the above.
E„ In some instances, an argument may be considered optional and omitted from
Irr the argument string.	 We will call such omitted arguments void arguments.- Void J'
tE
arguments are automatically implied at the end of an argument string.	 That is, in
an argument string consisting of four expressions separated by comma;;, the .fifth,
sixth, etc. arguments are ,void arguments.
	 Void arguments in the middle of an
f
e
^J J
y
r
11
,1
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argument string are denoted by consecutive commas.
	 Note that if the first argument
is to be void (a practice which is not recommended), two consecutive commas are
required at the beginning of the argument string:
)I
Some examples of routine reference statements with void argument's are given
below.
Routine Reference Statement Arguments Considered Void
ALPHA A,B,C 4,5,... j
ALPHA ,'A,B,C 4,59.,,
ALPHA. A„C 2,4,5....
ALPHA „ B,C I
ALPHA ,,,C
ALPHA
,
All
In addition to an expression or lack thereof, an argument may also be a
routine name which the routine being referenced is to call during its execution.
To distinguish between an array name and routine name argument, the routine name
is enclosed in parenthesis and preceded by a dollar sign.	 For example:
a
$ (EIG3)
where 3IG3 is the name of a MATE routine or a Fortran subroutine.
Note that this discussion is directed toward what is possible to use as an
argument, not what is correct to use for a particular application.
	 As we shall see,
the way the called routine uses aiven argument willg	 $ imply and apply restrictionsPY	 PPY	 _ `-
on what is art acceptable form for the argument.
9.2	 Function References?
As we have seen in Chapters 4 and 5, a function is referenced by the general
form: 4:
,.x
aim o	 m	 -
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$ name	 (a1 ) a2,..	 .,an)
` where 'name' is the name of the function to be executed, 'ai's are the arguments
x
f
tF
to the function, and both the preceding dollar sign and parentheses around the
argument string are mandatory. 'The definition of possible arguments for functions
r
k are identical to those for routines just discussed.
r
i!
,t
4
.z
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CHAPTER 10.0 CREATION OF MATE,ROUTINES
As we have said before, MATE is a routine oriented language. The only way
to perform calculations in MATE is by executing routines, and conversely the
only thing the user can code in this language is a MATE routine.
Let's return to the rough program organizational chart given in the last
chapter. Along the top row of this chart are the major routines named PARTI,
PART2, and PARTS. We call these routines major because of their position on the
chart, not because they are necessarily large or do much. Ordinarily, these
routines would direct the solution of a major step in the problem, and as such
they are to be executed in a predetermined sequential fashion. Thus, to perform
the problem's calculations, the MATE system calls PART1. Then after PARTI is
completed, PART2 is executed, etc. The user may enter a list of the order in which
he wishes the major routines to be executed. Ir the absence of such a list, the
major roullines are called in increasing order. At the present time, a job can
contain a maximum of nine major routines which must have the names PART1, PART2,
..., PART9. The major routine names within a job need not be consecutive. That
is, in our three part example, the major routines could have been named PART4,
PARTI, and PART9, respectively; and assuming no ordering list is given, the system
will execute the major routine with the lowest number first, i.e, PART4, then PART7
and finally PART9. This discussion is somewhat academic since all problems can be,
and a majority probably will be, coded using just one major routine.
10.1 Routine Definition Statement
The first statement is every segment of coding, i.e. routine, must be a routine
definition statement. The simplest form of this statement is;
ROUTINES name
4
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where "name" is the name given to the routine being defined and ^ implies one or
more blank card columns. The name must meet the standard specification for names
as given in Section 4.1. Furthermore, the name cannot duplicate a name reserved
for system use. The forbidden names are:
GO
GOTOnn
	
where n is a blank or a digit
F
CALL
STOP
.RETURN
REAL	 r
DOUBLE
END
This form of the routine definition statements is used to define a major routine,
typically:
ROUTINE PARTl
will be the first statement in a problem coding.. This form is also used for all
routines which use only the universal array pool for their data linkage.
To define a routine which uses an argument string for communication with the
calling routine, we use the form:
ROUTINE name (al,a2,...,an)
whe--e name defines the routine ' s entry name and is subject to the same restrictions
given above and ^ denotes a mandatory blank. The al , a2 , ..., an
 constitute the
argument cross -reference list. Each of the ai is an unmodified dummy array name.
The name chosen for an ai
 may be any legal array name that does not duplicate a
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name chosen for another ai
 in the argument cross-reference list. The name is
unmodified in the sense that matrix name qualifiers may not be associated with the
dummy array name in any statement throughout the routine. Moreover, the dummy array
name may not appear with :a limiter string in the ROUTINE statement itself, however,
it may be used with a limiter string in the remainder of the routine. Finally, the
name in the argument cross-reference list is referred to a dummy array name since
the name is not an actual array name but rather s;yrmboli.c of or a substitute of an
actual array.
Routines defined with an argument list can not only directly reference arrays
in the universal array pool, but also use indirect referencing via the argument
cross-reference list. With the indirect referencing, each dummy array name, ai,
mentioned in the ROUTINE statement is replaced by the i th argument given the routine
reference statement which calls the routine.
Example 1:
'IConsider the routine reference statement:
ALFGX (AQ, B ... TOP, 3*G„ 27)
and the routine definition statement
ROUTINE ALFGX (B, Cl, DOWN, M7, N)
When the routine reference statement is executed, control is transferred to the
routine with entry name ALFGX. Within routine ALFGX, the foll.oaing substitutions
automatically take place:
Every occurrence of
{	 the name	 is replaced by the matrix -
B	 named AQ
Cl
	
which contains the product
(B ... TOP)
DOWN	 which contains the product
(3*G)
S
tx
Y
R'^*"^"^Mp" ..,^.+_ !',Re'°.^1'FN^H. r
	 ^. .gisffi u6^C'.W^. a	 ^ek.Yts	 ^
..a	 .aw.^,	 A^°w*'^`
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M7 which is void.	 (Note M7 may not be
used in any arithmetic or logical
statement for which execution will
be attempted)
N which contains the number 27 in its
first and only element
Exa,mp le 2:
Consider a routine which is to perform a similarity transformation involving
non-unitary matrices, i.e, given a square A and non-singular B,fcrm B-1 AB.
Such a routine might be coded as:
ROUTINE SIMTRN (C,A,B)
=F
C = $INVERS (B) *A*B
END
Then if in another routine the coding:
SIMTRN R,T,A _q
}
tir
appears, it would be equivalent to coding:
y
R = $INVERS (A) *T*A
Now assume in the major or other routines of the job exist the following statements:
-•	 X4K
,1
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SIMTRN DNEW, 31.2*DOLD,RX*RY*R2
SIMTRN A1'3",A"3",BB"J"
SIMTRN QNP7,TA+TB, S (1,1, $NOR014S (TA) , $NOROWS (TA) )
After the first of the above routine reference statements has been executed, the
matrix DNEW has been defined as the transformed DOLD. More precisely, DNEW could
be expressed in mathematical symbolism as Dnew = 32.2(R x R.y Rz)-IDold Rx R Ry z
In similar fashion, execution of the second routine reference statement causes A3
to be redefined as the result of transforming the original A 3
 by the matrix BBJ.
Finally, in the last example, the matrix QNP7 is set equal to the transformed sum
(TA + TB) after it has been transformed by the upper left portion of the matrix S
which is conformable with that sum.
10.2 Function Definition Statement
Any routine with arguments may be considered as a function as long as the
routine produces only one "answer" and this "answer" array is the first argument
of the routine. Thus, the routine SIMTRN given in the section above may be thought
a function; and indeed, the routine reference statements in-that example could be
replaced by the following arithmetic statements:
R = $SIMTRN (TA
DNEW = $SIMTRN (32.2*DOLD, RX'^RY*RZ)
A" 3" = $ S IMTRN (A" 3" , BB"J")
QNP7 = $SIMTRN (TA+TB, S(l,l,$NOROWS(TA),$NOROWS(TA)))
Note that when using the function form of routine referencing, the routine's first
argument is not explicitly coded. The first argument is understood to be the value
of the function. To emphasize this point consider the paltry routine:'
ROUTINE PI (VALUE)_VALUE = 3.14159END
I
r
i
TIT
i
r;
i T
la
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which we could reference as a function by:
AREA = $PI*RADIUS**2
or as a routine by:
PI PI
AREA = FI*RADIUS**2
10.3 Summary of .Restrictions on the Routine Definition Statement
Although the routine definition statement must be the first statement in every
routine, it can and should be preceded by comment cards which describe what the
routine does.
a
The routine definition statement is the only statement in MATE that cannot
have a statement number. Card columns one thru six must be blank on the first
card of a routine definition statement.
There can be only one routine definition statement within a routine.
Dummy argument names must be coded as simple array names without name
qualifiers and/or limiter strings. Constants, expressions, etc. are forbidden.
As with the routine reference statement, several punctuation options exist for
the routine definition statement. All options are listed below again with 'name'
being the routine name, ai a dummy array name, and "^" symbolizing a required black.
ROUTINES name
ROUTINEIname (aj,a 2 ,.. ,a
ROUTINE,name
ROUTINE,name ( al 9 a2, — ,an)
ROUTINE (name)
ROUTINE(name,al,a2,..0,an)
►'
14 -7
ROUTINUname,a l ,a2 ,a32 1 ,an
ROUTINE2name,al,a2,a3,...an
10.4 Individual!. Array Pool. Definition
The INTERNAL statement specifies arrays which are to be paced in the routine's
individual array pool.
The most common form of this statement is:
INTERNAL] I ALL'
which specifies that all arrays used in the routine are to be stored in the routine's
own data pool.
??
	
	 If only some of the arrays in the routine are to be in the local data pool,
one of the following forms may be used. To specify which arrays are internal:
.,•	 INTERNAL}a1,a2,...an
0	 or to specify which arrays are in the universal array pool:
INTERNAL^I ALL BUT' al,a2,...an
where a blank between the words ALL and BUT is optional.
p
In both of the previous examples, the ai are unmodified array names. The name
string can.be enclosed in parenthesis if desired.
r
Since array name qualifiers cannot be used in an INTERNAL statement, MATE
It
assumes that if the alphabetic (fixed) part of an array name appears in as INTERNAL
statement, then all possible names with that alphabetic part are also mentioned in
-	 the INTERNAL statement.
t ,
.. 
,1
11,
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If a dummy array name appears in an INTERNAL statement, it is an error since
the dummy name is only symbolizing another array name which is from the calling
routine and hence cannot be internal.
The INTERNAL statement may be placed anywhere within the routine.
Consider yet another sample routine:
ROUTINE SAMPLE (A,B,Y,Z)
INTERNAL 'ALL'
SUM = A+B
PROD = A*B
Y = PROD/SUM
Z = $ABS (SUM)
END
t,.Since this routine contains an INTERNAL 'ALL' statement, all communication
with it must be thru the argument string, furthermore, any array which is not a
dummy array name (SUM and PROD in this case) is an internal array. Thus, if the
universal array pool contains arrays named SUM and PROD, they are undisturbed by
this routine (unless,, of course, they are given as the third or fourth argument
in a call to SAMPLE). ..The important point of all this is that a routine which
contains an INTERNAL 'ALL' statement can be placed in any MATE job without concern
about array name conflicts. Therefore, whenever writing a routine which you think
may have future applications as well as the present one, it is well to consider
transmitting the arrays thru an argument string and including an INTERNAL'ALL'
statement.
Stotce INTERNAL arrays are by their nature temporary arrays, they are automatically
deleted from memory upon completion of the routine. An exception to this are the
qualified INTERNAL arrays which are retained unless and until they are specifically
mentioned in a DELETE statement, The DELETE statement is defined in Chapter 12.
x w'fi^ S
	
.}'^	 ^	 4
wu
.it	 ♦ a
t
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Data may be placed into INTERNAL arrays before the routine is executed by
defining the INTERNAL array in a standard data block. Remember that an INTERNAL
array name appears hyphenated on the array header card in the data block with the
second half of the name being the routine name as defined by the ROUTINE statement.
Also note that the array will be forgotten after the first use of the routine,
unless it is defined with a qualified name with non-zero qualifiers.
10.5 Argument Restrictions
In the previous chapter, we listed the types of quantities that could be given
as arguments to a routine when referencing it, but pointed out the routine being
called would place restrictions on the arguments and determine what types were
acceptable. To demonstrate this process, return to routine SAMPLE above. First,
from the arithmetic operators we see that the arrays which A,B,Y and Z stand for
must be matrices. Next
.
, since A and B must be conformable for both addition and
multiplication, we can conclude they are either square matrices of the same size
or at least one of them is a scalar. Since A and B are used only on the right
side of an equal sign, they can be any matrix expressions which meet the size
criteria. On the other hand, since Y and Z are used on the left of an equal sign,
the quantities they represent can be at most a qualified matrix name with a limiter
string.
Now suppose it is desired to modify SAMPLE so that the last argument is
optional, i.e, may become a void argument. Since a void argument cannot be used
in an arithmetic statement, it will be necessary to test for the existence of Z
before it is set. To perform this test, MATE contains the logical function GOTARG
which requires as arguments the number of the argument in the string and the dummy
array name associated with it. Thus, to allow the fourth argument to be void in
routine SAMPLE, we could replace the card before the END statement with:
1 .
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IF ($GOTARG (4, Z)) Z	 $ABS (SUM)
With this change, routine SAMPLE can now be called with either four or three
arguments depending on whether the absolute value of A+B is or is not desired,
respectively.
Up to this point, we have implied that a routine definition statement can
j
specify any number of dummy arguments, and indead this is true.
	 However, there
is a catch.
	
Suppose a void argument was inadvertently given to a routine which
did not test for a void argument before using the dummy variable in an expression w
or statement.	 if the void argument was one of the first ten arguments, the MATE
executor would recognize the error, comment on it, then if so directed, make an
assumption and continue execution.	 But, if the void argument is not one of the
first ten, the results are completely unpredictable.
	 Therefore, when writing a
routine which can accept more than ten arguments, the user should always test all
arguments beyond the tenth before using them.
i
The dummy names in the routine definition statement can also be considered
as routine names.
	
The only proper argument to correspond to a dummy variable used
this way is a routine name enclosed in parentheses and proceded by a dollar sign."
An example of such a routine is: u^
ROUTINE COMPNT (LEG, RADIUS, TRIG, THETA)
LEG = RADIUS*$TRIG(THETA)
END
If this routine is referenced by the statement:
COMPNT X, R, $ (COS) , nal
W. ti^	
-	 -
T	 ^.	 -	 Sic	 r	 ^._...^.,..:	 ,+++---	 _,='.P:sai..t. ^	 ++r^^-^•.i..
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it would be equivalent to coding
X R*$COS (PHI)
while the reference:
COMPNT Y,R,$(SIN),PHI
would simulate:
Y = R*$SIN (PHI)
10,6 The RETURN Statement
The form of the RETURN statement is:
RETURN
The RETURN statement marks an end (usually premature) of processing within a
routine. When a RETURN is encountered, the execution of the routine is considered
complete;, the arrays in the routines individual array pool (if any) are deleted;
	 ^.
and control is transferred to the statement which immediately follows the routine
reference statement which called the routine. In the case the routine was called
via a function reference, control is transferred to a point provided by the system
where evaluation of the expression continues. As many RETURN statements as required
may be used in a routine, 	 _
1	 10.7 The END Statement
The last card of each and every routine must contain an END statement. The
form of the END statement is;
END
1
-	 ,	
JXLL
l
The primary purpose of the END card is to signal the end of the user's instruction
list to the translator so that it may commence final processing. When the END
statement is encountered during execution, it is treated as a RETURN statement.	 -^
Conversely, a RETURN statement can be thought of as a GO TOn statement where n
would be the statement number of the END statement.
t
t.
i
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CHAPTER 11.0	 CALLING FORTRAN SUBROUTINES
MATE has the ability to directly reference most general-purpose Fortran
subroutines.
	
The MATE statement which accomplishes this has the general form:
^t
CALL name (a l , a2 ,	 ..., an)
where
r
uj 'name'is the name of the Fortran subroutine, 16 denotes a required blank,
1
and the ai are arguments to the subroutine. 	 If there are any arguments,
they must be enclosed in parentheses. 	 No punctuation options are defined
for this statement.
The arguments a i may consist of:
€ r-
1.	 Any type of constant.
2.	 Any legal MATE expression which contains at least one arithmetic or
logical operator.
'defined3.	 A reviousl	 array name.	 This name may have array name	 ualiTiers.p	 y	 	 Y	 Y	 q
However, at the present time, it may not have a limiter string. 	 That is,
a subarray cannot be used as an argument to a Fortran subroutine.
4.	 A name of a Fortran subroutine or function.	 This name must be enclosed
in parentheses which are preceeded by a dollar sign, i.e. $(name).
5.	 A statement number for a nonstandard return.	 The statement number must
be preceded by a dollar sign to differentiate from an integer constant,
i.e.	 $123.
Note again that an array in a Fortran argument list must be previously defined
^u
since Fortran cannot set-up a MATE array but can only change the data in an existing
array.
,e
r	 ^
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There are several. other restrictions on both the Fortran subroutine and the
arguments to it which we will now describe.
First, the subroutine must transfer all data thru the argument string. It
cannot use Fortran COMMON to communicate with the calling routine. Since arguments
to a Fortran subroutine must be in core, all array and expressions used in an
argument string must fit into the limited core room available for data in MATE.
The user must also be concerned with the number type of the data in a matrix or
expression. It may be`necessary to precede the ,call to the subroutine by a number
of type definition statements to convert matrix number types to the type required
by the subroutine_: The type definition statements are described in the next
chapter. Finally, the subroutine may not use a tape or other external storage
device which has been assigned to the MATE system.
The Fortran DIMENSION information required by some subroutines is identical
to the row size of the argument array.
To illustrate the use of a Fortran subroutine in MATE, suppose we have a
small symmetric matrix named DYN and we desire the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
this matrix. To get them, we could use the GE-SD subroutine EIG1 whose (rather
cryptic) documentation is presented in Figure 1.
From the write-up of EIG1, we see that it requires four matrix arguments:
	
_.
the matrix to be diagonalized (DYN), a matrix of the same size to hold the eigen-
vectors which we'll name PHI, and two vectors for temporary storage. Since all
these matrices must be defined before we can CALL EIGI, we code the following.
r
y_	 -z
l
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	C 	 GIVEN THE REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX DYN
	
C	 DEFINE PHI TO BE THE SAME SIZE AS DYN
PHI = DYN
	C 	 SET-UP TA AND TB AS VECTORS WITH ROW SIZE SAME AS DYN'S
TA ($NOROWS (DYN)) = 0
TB = TA
	
C	 NOW CALL EIG1
CALL EIG1 (DYN, PHI, $NOROWS(DYN), 0.0, TA, TB, $NOROWS(DYN),
1$NOROWS(DYN))
	
C	 NOW DIAGONAL TERMS OF DYN
	
C	 CONTAIN THE EIGENVALUES AND
	
C	 PHI CONTAINS THE EIGENVECTORS.
Note that zero given for EPS had to be coded with a decimal point because EIG1
	
expected a REAL value.
	
4^
.yy
4
,,,r,KQ	 to	 K
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FIGURE 1
AUXILIARY LIBRARY
EIG1 (605, 635, 7094)
Eigenvalues/Eigenvectors
PURPOSE
To find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real symmetric matrix by the JACOBI-
CORBATO method.
USAGE
The calling sequence is -
CALL EIG1(A, B, N, EPS, TEMP1, TEMP2, IDIMA, IDIMB)
1. A is the name of the array containing the elements of the matrix. There
are two options -
IDIMA . EQ. 1. This signifies that A is a single dimensioned variable
in which the elements of the upper triangular portion of the matrix are
stored contiguously and row-wise.
The eigenvalues are stored in the first N cells of A.
IDIMA . GT. 1. This signifies that A is a double dimensioned variable
in which the elements of the upper triangular portion of the matrix are
stored, i, e. A(IDDJA, J).
The eigenvalues are stored in the principal diagonal elements of A.
2. B is the name of the array in which the eigenvectors are stored column-wise.
3. N is the order of the matrix.
4. EPS is the convergence criterion. The sum of the squares of the off diagonal
elements will be less than EPS. if EPS = Q , 1.0E-12 will be used as EPS.
5. TEMPI is the name of an array containing at least N cells that is used for
internal storage.
6. TEMP2 is the names of an array containing at least N cells that is used for
internal storage.
7. IDIMA - see above, 1.
8. IDIMB is the first dimension of the B array, i.e. B(IDIMB, K).
METHOD
See P. I. R. 5540-1.2, The JACOBI Method For Hermitian Matrices, by F. E. LILLEY.
r
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CHAPTER 12.0 MISCELLANEOUS MATE STATEMENTS
ry
12.1 Data Type Specification Statements
The internal computer representation of matrix data may be specified by the
following statements.
{
READ al, a2,	 . , an
;e
	
	 INTEGEOal, a 2 , ..., an
DOUBLOPRECISIONOa l , a2 , ..., an
or alternately
DOUBLEOal , , a2 , ... , an
F#'
where ai is a matrix name which may be qualified; denotes a required blank;
and n is at most ten.
If a matrix mentioned in a type specification statement exists when the
statement is encountered, it is converted to the specified type if its type differs.
If the matrix is not currently defined a flag is set so that when it is generated,
its data will be of the proper type. These specifications will override any numeric
iE	 type indicator given on an array header card. Any conversion to integer type data
will utilize rounding from the nearest half.
"	 12.2 The DELETE Statement
A statement of the form;
DELETE^al, a2, ... an	 a
where the nomenclature is as above, will cause the matrix or array named a i to be
deleted from memory. The space it occupied then becomes available for other data.
^r
a
L!
+1
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12.3	 The READ Statement
A statement of the form:
READ
causes the next standard data block in the input file to be processed. 	 If an -
unprocessed standard data block does not exist in the input file at the time this
statement is executed, execution stops.
12.4	 The REPORT Statement
A routine reference statement of the form:
REPORT^a, bl, b 2 , b3 -
A
where a is an expression and the b i are arrays or alphanumeric data (bl maybe a :.
constant)	 and ^ denotes a required blank.
	 The arguments to this routine may
involve an array name which can be qualified and/or limited.
This routine causes the expression a to be printed preceded by the title
information in bl. 	 If b2 and b 3
 are alphanumeric vectors with twelve or less
~fie	 1
it
characters per element, their elements are used to label the rows and columns of
the expression, respectively.	 Any of the bi
 may be void arguments, i.e. omitted.
w
An example of the REPORT reference statement is;
REPORT KFIX,
	
'STIFFNESS MATRIX WITH RESTRAINTS', PTIDS, PTIDS
s
a
,t<„_.,.,,.-..
	 z:	 .. .	 -	 »w%a`'ray,t,.,.x'"”`	 ;,,,.-"—^-^_-'^#'
	 y:ww.-,--'.^.....	
`,il,,'	 ^,Sec:s	 ^.r. '	 •-.t	 +..^- i'
'	 -	 -	 -
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CHAPTER 13.0 A SAMPLE PROBLEM
In this chapter, we will develop the coding for a sample problem, elaborate
on it, and hopefully clear-up any remaining questions about the MATE language.
The sample problem chosen for discussion consists of an arbitrary system of
r	 point masses. We wish to find the total mass of the system, the location of the
center of mass, and the principal mass moments of inertia and their orientation.
The coding of ' this problem utilizes the standard MATE functions $NOROWS,
$NOCOLS, and $IDENT which are explained in Appendix A. It also uses the advanced
material presented in the later sections of Chapter 4 and in Chapter 11. However,
most of this presentation will probably be decipherable without prior knowledge of
that material.
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Now that the necessary vquations have been developed, we have little more
to do tc obtain a working MATE progri.m. "The main subject we have not yet covered
is input/output. The input consists of the matriceE If COORD" and "MASS" which will
constitute the initial data block. No instructions are required to process this
data block. As for output, MATE will automatically print every array which appears
on the left of an equal sign as it is (re)defined, under an Executor option known
as the "check-out mode". The current Executor options are presented in Appendix C.
We will use this option since every matrix we might wish to see appears on the left
of an equal sign, except matrix "DC". Ile could use the REPORT statement ef Section,
12.4 to print "DC" or the arithmetic statement DC = DC.
Then to compose the MATE program we: code a ROUTINE PART1 statement, copy
the equations we've developed (wit.. some minor changes for aesthetic purposes), and
code an END statement. The finished program appears on the following page. It
is to be emphasized that this represents the complete coding of the problem.
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If t he model we wished to run contained five points located such that:
	
0.	 10.1	 27.3	 207.4	 207.4
COORD =	 12.5
	
-2.7	 -9.7	 96.3	 96.3 I
	
17.3	 1:..6	 6.5
	
207.4	 -207.4 J
and having mssses of:
u.0M47
0.018912
MASS	 0.011917
0.00090674
0.000906741
the card images for the initial data block might be:
MASS 5,1 / MASS VECTOR
3.1347-2 9 1.8912-2, 1.1917-2,
2*9.0674-4
$ END OF MASSES
COORD 3,5 / COORDINATES - INCHES
	
0.	 12.5
	
17.3 / PT.1
	
10.1	 -2.7	 18.6 / PT.2
	27.3
	
-9.7	 6.5 / PT.3
	
207.4 96.3	 207.4 / PT.4
207.4 `46.3 207.4 $ PT.5
COMPUTE
i
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13.1 The Sample Problem as a Genera!-Pur L, a Routine
The previous coding has solved the sample problem as it was defined. Sui.pose
however, that we thought the equations should be written as a general-purpose routine
so that they could be readily incorporated into future programs. To accomplish
this, we introduce an argument string to transfer the data to/from the routine,
mark any temporary arrays as INTERNAL and choose the name MASINR as the routine
name to obtain the coding shown on the next page.
:j
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With routine MASINR available, the coding for the original sample problem
reduces to:
ROUTINE PARTOI
MASINR COORD, WEIGHT/G, MTOT, CGVEC, INERTA, DIRCOS
END
where we have decided to input weights and the acceleration due to gravity rather
than the masses. The initial data block then becomes:
COORD 3,5
0.,	 12.5 9	17.3	 10.1 9	-2.7 9	18.6
27.3 1	-9.7,	 6.5	 207.4 9 96.3 1 207.4
207.4 2 96.3 -207.4 $
G 1, 1
386 $ IN/SEC;;*2
WEIGHT 5,1 / LBS.
12.1 7.3 4.6 2*.35 $
COMPUTE
i
L
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APPENDIX A
MATE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
Listed below are some standard MATE functions. To indicate the form of
acceptable arguments to these routines, we introduce the following symbols:
A - An arrav or matrix name. The name may be given with
array name qualifiers.
E - Any expression.
and to indicate data types:
N - Numeric, i.e. REAL, INTEGER, or UOUDLE PRECISION numbers.
C - Complex numbers.
NC - Implies L-ither type N or type C.
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APPENDIX B
i	
TRANSLATOR ERROR MESSAGES
1
Upon encountering an error in a MATE statement, the translator prints the
a	 h h	 and a succinct message immediate) followingnumber  ssociated with tile error 	 	 ^	 y	 1	 R the
I
offending statement. In addition, it also re-prints at least a portion of the
statement with the letter V (to serve as a pointer) above the region where the error
resides if applicable.
I
T1'4 translator pro-reds directly Lo the next statement after commenting on the
j	
error. (Thus, if a statement contains multiple errors, only the first one found is
!	 mentioned.) All remaining statements in the routine are thoroughly checked in the
usual manner. However, when the end of the routine is encountered, the final
translation steps, which produce the Fortran output, are skipped. Any routine which
I
follow the erroneous one are then translated in the normal fashion.
I
This appendix contains two tables. The first table gives the error number and
fr
the number of the corresponding message in the second table. The letter P Fter
Ithe message number indicates that the region of the error will be pointed to. Also
the first table contains an expanded error comment.I
1
1
-	 -	 4
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Error No./
Message No.	 Comments
1P	 Illegal character in statement.
2, 2	 Statement ends abnormally.
3, 3F	 The exponent field on this number is had, or an operator or a dot
which should precede the 'D' or 'E' is missing.
4 9 4P	 An operator or punctuation is missing letween numeric constant and
name or illegal form of alphanumeric field-count constant.
5P	 The operator word enclosed in dots is not in the table of acceptable
words. Check for misspelling.
6, 5P The leading dot has caused the transiator to expect an operator word;
but the format of an OP word is violated by the absence of a terminal
dot or by the appearance of a non-alphabetic character or by too many
letters between the dots.
7 9 6P	 Either a dot is missing here or the leading dot is extraneous.
8 9 7P	 Bad entry name reference argument format or illegal $.
9 0 7P	 $ can't precede this item.
10 9 8	 Can't have multiple equal signs in a statement.
11, 9	 PLrentheses don't balance.
12 9 10	 Qualifier delimiters " don't balance.
13, lOP	 Mate to this qualifier mark not within the same parentheses level
or void qualifier field.
14 9 4P An operator c,r comma which should precede this item is missing.
15, 11P Too many limiters - 4 mac.
16 1 12P Too many name qualifiers - 2 max.
17, 13P This parentheses enclo es a bad expression or the operator in front -
of it or behind it should not be there.
18 9 14P Can't use qualifier string with dummy argument names.
19 > 15P The name	 constant	 or expression which should>	 ^	 P P recede this operator
is missing.
20, 16P The name, constant, or expression which should follow this operator
is missing.
R-3
I 219 17P First item not a name.
22, 2 Right	 side of equal	 sign vacant.
23, 18P This	 item can't appear on right-hand side of the statement.
24, 19P The name, constant, or expression which should precede this comma
is missing.
25, 20P This item can't precede equal sign.
26 9 21P Illegal	 form of GO TO statement.
27, 22P Bad statement no. on GO TO statement.
28 9 23P Too many characters in routine reference name or *nisspelt system
control name.
29, 24P Thi•- parenthesis must be immediately preceded by the word IF for
this statement	 to be legal.	 The word	 IF is either missing or
misspelt.
30, 25P This word should be the 1st item in the statement.
What's with the garbage before it?
31 9 26 Upper limit on DO loop missing.
?2, 271' Index on DO loop is missing; or was given as a constant or an
expression
33 9 28P Multiple names on left of equal sign.
34 1 29 Too many items on right of equal sign.
35, 22? Statement no.	 to define end of DO range missing or illegal.
36, 53P This item is neither a legal statement no. nor a legal way to start
a statement.	 These are the only things that can follow an IF clause.
37 9 z_0 This field must consist of statement numbers separated by commas,
as such	 this	 item is
	 Illegal.
38, 30P The word IF must be followed by parentheses which enclose the
expression to be tested.
39, 31 Can't have two logical IF statements back-to-back.
40, 32P This list may contain only unmodified array names.
41, 33P A dummy argument to a routine may not be INTERNAL.
42 9 34P Arithmetic IF statement must have exactly three statement numbers
given or implied.
1
1
1
1
1
1A-4
43, 7P Statement number arguments not legal here.
44 9 7P Entry name arguments not legal here.
45, 35P Fortran subroutine name missing.
46 1 36 Void arguments not permitted in this statement.
47 9 32P Constants and expressions not allowed in this statement.
48 9 14P Inner level parentheses not allowed within statement number list.
49 9 3411 No statement numbers given in the 	 list.
50 9 37P Exactly one expression required here.
51 9 38 Equal sign missing from DO loop statement.
52, 39P This statement can't be preceded by conditional phrase.
53 9 40 Routine statement not at beginning of deck.
54 9 22 Non-numeric character in external statement number field.
55 9 41 Card columns 1-5 not blank on a continuation card.
56 9 22 Statement numbers exceeds 9999 in external statement number field.
57 1 42 Too many continuation cards - 	 5 max.
58 9 41 Continuation card does not follow a statement.
59, 23P Too many characters in this name.
60
11
43 Name table overflow. 	 Routine too big.
	
Limit of 1200 different names
and statement numbers per routine.
61 9 22P This statement number is illegal.
62 9 44P End of DO range preceeds DO statement.
63 9 45 Duplicate external statement number.
64, 46 Routine can't reference	 itself.
65
11
47 Too many nested DO's. 	 Limit is 50 in a nest.
66 9 4811 Unrecognizable option word, on INTERNAL statement.
673, 49 Entry name missing from ROUTINE statement„
68 2 40 ROUTINE statement missing.
69, 36P Void argument in ROUTINE statement.
i
70 9 50 Too many expressions	 in statement.	 Limit 150.
71, 51 Too many constants in the routine.	 Limier 999.
72, 47 Too many DO loops in routine.
	 Limit 249.
f 73 1, 39 END statement can't be conditional.
74, 52 DO ends range of previous DO.
75, 5 4 The external	 t,.rn 1 sta emcnt numbers listed were referenced by some
ii
i_
control statements but were never defined.
L
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TRANSLATOR ERROR MESSAGES
B-6
Message
ILLEGAL CHARACTER
ABNORMAL STMT. ENDING
BAD EXPNT. / MISSING OP.
MISSING OP. OR COMMA
ILLEGAL 0 v . !•!nRD
MISSING OR EXTRA DOT
MISUSE OF $ SIGN
MULTIPLE EQUAL SIGNS
PARENTHESES UNBALANCED
QUOTE MARKS UNBALANCED
TOO MANY LIMITERS
TOO MANY QUALIFIERS
BAD EXPRESSION IN ( )
CAN'T QUALIFY ARG. NAMES
ITEM BEFORE OP. MISSING
ITEM BEHIND OP. MISSING
FIRST ITEM NOT A Nk%tE
CAN'T BE RIGHT OF = SIGN
140THING BEFORE COMMA
CAN'T BE LEFT OF = SIGN
ILLEGAL FORM OF GO TO
BAD EXT. STMT. NUMBER
TOO MANY CHARACTERS
WORD IF IS MISSING
SHOULD BE 1ST STMT. ITEM
DO LOOP LIMIT MISSING
BAD DO LOOP INDEX
TOO MANY NAMES LEFT OF =
TOO MANY NAMES RT. OF =
( ) REQD. AFTER WORD IF
MULTIPLE IF STMTS.
BAD LIST OF NAMES
CAN'T BE INTERNAL
BAD EXT. STMT. NO. LIST
FORT. ENTRY NAME MISSING
VOID ARGUMENTS ILLEGAL
ONE EXPRESSION REQUIRED
DO LOOP = SIGN MISSING
CAN'T BE CONDITIONAL
ROUTINE STMT. NOT FIRST
BAD CONTINUATION CARD
TOO MANY CONTINUATIONS
PROGRAM TOO BIG
END OF DO LOOP BEFORE DO
DUPLICATE EXT. STMT. NO.
ROUTINE CALLS ITSELF
TOO ;MANY DO LOOPS
BAD OPTION WORD
ROUTINE NAME MISSING
TOO MANY EXPRESSIONS
TOO MANY CONSTANTS
DO ENDS RANGE OF DO LOOP
BAD ITEM AFTER IF CLAUSE
MISSING EXT. STMT. NOS.
Message No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
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APPENDIX C
MATE EXECUTOR CONTROL MATRICES
The MATE executor scans the initial data block for two special vectors
which serve as controls for the MATE executor itself. These vectors are named
PARTZZ and OPTNZZ.
The elements of PARTZZ specify the order in which the major MATE routines
are to be executed (reference Section 10.0). For instance if
1 If 2
PARTZZ =	 9
	
^	 1'2
then the MATE executor will start problem execution by referencing routine PART2,
then PARTS, then PART7, and finally call PART2 again to complete the job. An
element of PARTZZ which is not between one and nine inclusive will be ignored.
If the vector PARTZZ is not given, the major routines are called in the standard
increasing order.
I
The vector OPTNZZ gives the user's options for the MATE executor. At the
present time meaning is attached only to the first, second, and fifth elements
of this vector.
I
Element one: "check-out mode" indicator
	
i	 = 0 4 print every array or subarray which appears
on the left of an equal sign as soon as it is
defined or changed.
>0 -7:> don't print.
I
1
c-2
Element two:	 This element equals the maximum allowable executor eror
level that can occur and have execution continue. If
given negative, execution will stop if any executor
error is sensed.
Element five: This element is used as a safety to prevent "unlimited"
execution of DO loops. It is interpreted as follows:
n where n> 0. States that no DO loop should be executed
more than n times.
= 0 implies the executor should use a DO loop lim ft of 200.
-1 or any negative number implies DO loop limits are not
to be checked.
The role of the second and fifth items in OPTNZZ is further explained in
the next appendix.
V)
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APPENDIX D
-	 EXECUTOR ERROR MESSAGES
I	
Unlike the translator error messages, the errors discovered during
execution are graded as to their severity. Ideally, level zero errors should
reflect trivial mistakes while level ten errors imply blunders with tragic
{	
consequences. However this is not the case since we are dealing with an
1	 idiot machine which is incapable of making such subtle distinctions.
EAlthough intermediate error levels will probably be introduced later,
at this time there are but two error levels used in the MATE executor - zero
and ten. Level zero errors are those for which, if the user desires, an
assumption can be made and execution continued. Execution stops immediately
if a level ten error is encountered.
For any error a trace-back table is given in reverse chronological order.
This table gives the routine name and the MATE statement nu.aber of the statement
in that routine which contains the error as well as show how execution arrived
at that point. The complaint message is then printed; and if execution is
to be continued, the assumption that will be made is 6esc:ribed.
Only two level ten errors are currently defined in the MATE system and
both involve storage problems. The first of these is:
IINSUFFICIENT CORE STORAGE AVAILABLE
Barring an error in the MATE executor itself this message can
occur only in a CALL to a Fortran subroutine whose arguments are
too large to fit into the in-core data region of MATE.	
1
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The other level ten error message is:
MATE ARRAY STORAGE UNITS FILLED
This means the tapes and/or disk storage devices assigned to the
MATE executor for out-of-core array storage have been filled. To
bypass this roadblock either delete any arrays no longer required
or have more units assigned to the MATE executor.
The level zero errors in the MATE executor proper are tabulated below.
Executor errors arising from an expression of the form A op B where op 	 t
is an arithmetic, relational or logical operation symbol:
1. UNDEFINED ARRAY USED IN OPERATION
ARRAY name
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE ARRAY IS A SCALAR WITH A VALUE OF value
where value is either zero, one, or .FALSE. if the operator
is: (+,
-31 **, or relational), (*, i s .*.. .... .X., .D.), or
logical respectively. Note this defin., the undefined arrayY
just as A = 0.0 would.
2. VOID ARGUMENT USED IN OPERATION
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE ANSWER IS A SCALAR WITH A VALUE OF value
where value is either zero of .FALSE.. Note since we can't 	 I
assign a value to a void argument, we guess the value of
the expression.
t
--
IL
D-3
3. CROSS PRODUCT REQUIRES 2-ROW OR 3-ROW VECTORS
ARRAY name i, J, k, 1
'	 ARRAY name i, j, k, 1
where i, j and k, 1 are the starting and ending element
subscript pairs of the matrix or submatrix used in the expression.
`	 The problem here is that (k - 1 +1) is not 2 or 3 for one or
both arrays.
I TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE MATRICES CONSIST OF 3-ROW VECTORS
I
either by pretending additional rows of zeros exist or by
ignoring superfluous rows.
4. NEITHER ARGUMENT A VECTOR FOR D. OPERATION
ARRAY name i, j, k, 1
ARRAY name i, J, k, 1
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE OPERATION IS A STANDARD MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
1	 S. NO. OF ROWS/COLUMNS NON-CONFORMABLE FOR OPERATION
ARRAY name i, j, k, 1
ARRAY name i, j, k, 1
1	 10 CONTINUE ASSUME THAT ADDITIONAL ROWS/COLUMNS EXIST AS REQUIRED
The additional rows and/or columns of zeros are not actually
appended but only simulated.
6. NON-NUMERIC ARRAY USED IN OPERATION
ARRAY name i, j, k, 1
'	 The continuation assumption is the same as that used for
number 2 above.
The array rained is not a matrix and the operator is either
arithmetic or relational.
A
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7. OPERATION REQUIRES ARRAY WITH DATA OF THE LOGICAL TYPE
ARRAY name i, j, k, 1
Continuation assumption same as number 2. above.
Logical operator, non-logical data.
8. OPERATION NOT DEFINED FOR ARRAY OF COMPLEX NUMBERS
ARRAY name i , J, k, 1
Continuation assumption same as number 2. above.
9. DIVISION BY ZERO ATTEMPTED
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE ANSWER IS ZERO
Executor errors arising from the basic MATE functions:
1. REAL SQUARE ROOT OF NEGATIVE NUMBER ATTEMPTED
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE ARGUMENT TO BE USED.
Executor errors to the use of Equivalent Integer Expressions (EIE's) or in
expressions to be tested or as DO loop limits: These errors share the same
continuation assumption.
1. NON-LOGICAL ARRAY USED IN LOGICAL TEST
The item to be tested in a logical IF statement isn't a logical scalar.
2. NON-NUMERIC DATA USED AS SUBSCRIPT OR I;1 TEST
The item is used as an EIE or in an arithmetic IF or DO loop 	 ?
statement but it isn't numeric.
3. UNDEFINED ARRAY USED AS SUBSCRIPT OR IN TEST
4. VOID ARGUMENT USED AS SUBSCRIPT OR IN TEST
	
i
1
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The continuation assumption used by all of the above is:
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE VALUE TO BE USED IS value
where value is either zero or .FALSE. as required.
Another error which can occur to LO loops involves the limit un the
number of times a loop may be executed. This limit is intended to prevent
it
	 DO loops.
DO LOOP PARAMETERS EXCEED LOOPING LIMIT. PARAMETERS i, j, k
where i, j, k are the lower limit, upper limit, and increment
of the DO loop respectively.
If execution is to be continued and the number of times the loop is to be
executed exceeds the limit by less than 50%, the followin¢ message is printed.
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT LIMIT TO BE IGNORED. PARAMETERS USED AS SHOWN.
IOtherwise to continue execution we have
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT LOOP TO BE EXECUTED ONLY n TIMES
where n is the looping limit.
CExecutor errors which can occur in the processing of sr '-^ment of the form
% =B are discussed here. Again, all these errors make the same assumption to
continue.
1. UNDEFINED ARRAY USED IN STATEMENT
ARRAY name
I
The name on the right of the equal sign hasn't been defined.
1. VOID ARGUMENT USED IN STATEMENT
ARRAY name
Continuation clause as in number 1. above. Either the A or B in
A-B is a dummy argument name wi.ich rofers to an argument given as
void.
3. CONSTANT ON LEFT OF EQUAL SIGN
Continuation clause as in number 1 above. In this case, A is a
dummy argument name which refer- to a constant.
4. INCOMPATIBLE DATA TYPES ACROSS FQUAL SIGN
ARRAY n .,ne
TYPE xxxx
ARRAY name
TYPE xxxx
Continuation clause same as number 1 above.
The first array mentioned is the array on the left of the equal sign. A
portion of this array is to be updated with the data in the second array mentioned;
however the data in the second array cannot be converted to the type already
existing in the other locations of the first array.
If problem execution is allowed to continue after any of the above errors
are encountered the following message is printed:
I'0 CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE STATEMENT IS TO BE IGNORED
The MATE executor keeps its table of array names in core. Since this table
is of finite size it could be overfilled. If this happens, the following messages
are printed:
D-6
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ARRAY NAME TABLE FULL. :MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ACTIVE ARRAY NAMES PERMITTED - n
TO CONTINUE ASSUME THAT THE FOLLOWING ARRAY IS TO BE DELETED
ARRAY name
where the array named will be the oldest array (non-scalar if possible)
in the problem which is not required in the current statement.
In some instances, the array name printed in the above error comments may
not be one of user's array names. For instance, if the array involved in the
error is the result of an expression it will have a name of the form BxxxZZ where
'	 the x's are digits. Should it become necessary to find out what arrays were used
to form the expression, these can be determined by tracing the Fortran listing
roduced by the MATE translator. In this listing, the third argument to subroutine
OPRIZZ and OPR2ZZ is the expression being formed by operating the next one or
two arguments, respectively. The author doubts such investigation would ever
be required.
i
i
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APPENDIX E
RESTRICTIONS ON THE IBM 7090/94 VERSION OF MATE
1. Matrices of complex numbers are not allowed. Therefore complex:
arithmetic and functions which use complex arguments or yield complex
res-:lts are not defined. Most of the execut3r routines required to
process complex arrays are available but the severe core shortage
problem on the IBM 7090/94 prohibits their use.
2. A numeric constant used in the coding of a MATE expression may not contain
more than nine digits unless it is followed by a. D exponent.
L	 3. No EIE can exceed 32,767. Therefore numbers used as array name
qualifiers and limiters ma y
 not exceed this limit. Also the number
of rows (as well as the number of columns) in any array may not exceed
329767.
4. The maximum number of active arrays at any time cannot exceed 100,.
5. The maximum number of arguments that can be passed to a Fortran
subroutine is eight.
The arguments to a Fortran subroutine can occupy no more than 1744 cells.
7. An alphanumeric constant (ref. Chapter 6) argument to a Fortran
subroutine can contain at most 18 characters.
8. The basic functions utilize the basic Fortran library supplied by
IBM. MATE does not c„eck the arguments to these library subroutines
and thus is subject to the error commenting and handling provisions
of these routines.
E-2
Restrictions numbered 4 and 6 above are also the result of core storage
problems and the counts may be juggled at the expense of each other or some
other feature of the language. Restriction number 5 Is arbitrary and the
number of arguments allowable may be readily increased.
'I
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APPENDIX F
SAMPLE PROBLEM-PROPERTIES OF POINT MASS SYSTEM
I
The sample program to obtain the properties of a point-mass system
which is described in Chapter 11 was key-punched and run. The results of that
run are presented here. The run was made on an IBM 360/44G computer (the G
configuration has a 32K word core memory).
The enclosures of this appendix are:
1. The listing of the MATE instructions (input to the translator)
for the sample problem. The coding of these cards is presented
in Section 13.0.•
1
2. The cross-reference list for this routine as generated by ;he
MATE translator.
3. The listing of the MATE library routine IDENT. This listing
was included because it serves as a good demonstration of the
7
material in Chapter 4 and it helps explain the executor output.
4. The cross-reference list for the IDENT routine.
5. The Fortran source listing for the samole problem as output
by the MATE translator and given to rtio ten,-r,-n., r nm.,i l i or
6. The compilation map produced by the
7. The Fortran source listing for the
IL
8. The compilation map for IDENT.
9. Our answers, i.e. the output of the MATE executor.
F-2
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE PROBLEM - ELASTIC TWO-BODY ATM SIMULATION
This problem was furnished by MSFC to be run on the MATE system. The
equations given in the reference document (see next page) were condensed from
heir scalar form into equivalent matrix and vector equations. These equations
were then coded as MATE routines. Then a main routine to perform numerical
integration was written. For simplicity, Euler's integration formula was used
here.
The listings of the MATE routines for this job and t'ieir cross-reference
1	
lists a:e presented on the following pages. These are followed by selected
1
portions of the executor output. Due to thu large volume of output from this
run (using "check-out ►node") only the quantities generated in the integration
routine for a few time steps are shown.
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APPENDIX H
DECK SET-UP FOR IBM 7090/94 VERSION OF MATE
The deck set-up required to run MATE as a "batch" job under control of the
IBM 7090/7094 IBSYS Operating System Version 13 is discussed here.	 To reduce
the number of cards that must be handled by the user, this set-up will utilize
an Alternate Inp ut tape read^ under control of the IBJOB Processor. 	 This
Alternate Input unit contains two files.	 The MATE translator object decks reside
in the first file while the second file contains object decks for the MATE
executor.	 We assigned this tape as SySBL3 on say, B8.
Required Tape Units
Other tapes required by the translator are:
Fortran File Number System Unit Name
5 SYSINI
6 SYSOUI
2 SYSUTI
3 SYSUTS
4 SYSUT6
7 SYSCK1
8 SYSUT4
In addition to the above assignments of Fortran File numbers made by
the MATE translator, we use the following units for Overlay link storage:
SYSUT2
SYSUT3
I It
+ran	
...
	 .,.	 M.	 e. _.	 .. 	 _.. 
	 a . 	
.-..°n.+•.4_...
_	
Ot1
The output of the translator (the generated Fortran source decks) are
written on SYSCKI.
The tapes used by the executor are:
Fortran Vile Numbers System Unit Name y
5 SYSINI
A
6 SYSOUI
7 SYSCKI
In addition, the executor requires from three to twenty-five units for
storage of arrays that won't fit in-core.	 At the present time, four units
are assigned: ;c
Fortran File Numbers System Unit Name }
2 SYSUT1
3 SYSUT5
4 SYSUT6
8 SYSUT4
Again, we have a unit assigned to hold Overlay links, namely:
SYSUT2
Now of the above System Unit names, all but perhaps SYSUT5, SYSUT6, and
SYSCM will have standard unit assignments.	 Should these three not have standard
assignments $ATTACH, $AS cards may be included in the deck to assign them.
x
As an example of this in the deck set-ups we shallP	 P	 _ resume that the followingP	 g
system names do not have standard unit assignments and that the corresponding
units are available:
4
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System Unit Name	 Channel/Unit Desianation
SYSLB3
	
B8
if
SYS CK1
	
A5
;w
SYSUT5	 B5
SYSUT6
	
B6
is
B
Control Card Decks
,E
Five decks of system control cards are furnished to run MATE.
	 We shall
label these decks T1, T2, TE, E1 and E2.	 For the sake of complete documentation
if
the contents of the leading card columns are described below.
DECD T1
$IBSYS
$ATTACH B8
$AS SYSLB3
^T
$ATTACH A5
$AS SYSCKI
$ATTACH B5
$AS SYSUT5
$ATTACH B6
$AS SYSUT6
$EXECUTE IBJOB
$IBJOB GO, NOLOGIC, NOMAP, FLOW
$IEDIT SYSLB3, SCHF1
$IBLDR
$IBLDR
$IEDIT
$DATA
ri
t
1H-4
DECK T2
END
7 over 8 END-OF-FILE CARD
$EXECUTE IBJOB
$IBJOB NOGG, NOLOGIC, NOMAD
DECK TE
END -
7 over 8 END-OF-FILE CARD
$EXECUTE IBJOB
$IBJOB GO, NOLOGIC, MAP, FLOW
a w,.
NOTE that the only difference between the T2 and TE desks is the
option field on the $IBJOB card,
	
Deck TE may be substituted for
deck T2 at the expense of a few extra seconds of machine time and4<
1z
a page of loader error messages which can be ignored,
DECK E1
.
$IBSYSr
$ATTACH B8
$AS SYSLB3
$ATTACH A5
$AS SE`S CK1
$ATTACH{
$AS SYSUT5
$ATTACH B6
$AS SYSUT6 ^.
$EXECUTE IBJOB
$IBJOB GO, NOLOGIC, 'MAP, FLOW
r .
I1	 H-S
DECK E2
$IEDIT	 SYSLB3, SCHF2
$IBLDR
$IBLDR
$IEDIT
$LJA
Deck Set-Up
Finally
	
e	 resent the deck set-up for three types of runs: translationY	 P	 P	 YP
only, execution only, and translation and execution.
Translation only job
1.	 DECK T1
2.	 User's MATE source decks to be translated
3.	 DECK T2
4.	 Call deck for user's routines
Execution only job
1.	 DECK Eli
2.	 Object (binary) decks of previously translated MATE routines
used in this job plus any special Fortran subroutines required.
gm
3.	 DECK E2
4.	 The initial standard data block (reference Chapter 3) followed I„
I_
by any other data blocks required in the run.
M
1
s
,,	
__.
H-6
e
Translate and Execute Job
1.	 DECK T1
2.	 User's MATE source decks to be translated.
3.	 DECK TE
4.	 Call deck for user's routines.
r	
5.	 Object (binary) decks of any previously translated MATE
routines used in this job plus any special Fortran subroutines
required.
6.	 DECK E2
7.	 The initial standard data block followed by any other data 3
t
t
blocks required in the run.
The decks other than T1, T2, TE, E1, and E2 are now defined. :.
The User MATE source decks are the MATE routines as defined in
this report.	 The first statement of each routine must be a ROUTINE`
definition statement which names the routine.	 This statement
may be preceded by comment cards.	 The last card in each routine
must be an END statement. 	 There are no special cards between
routines.	 The end of the translator input is marked by two back-to-back
END cards.	 The first of these is the last card of last routine.
The second END rard is the leading card in deck T2 or TE.
The MATE translator writes its output on SYSCKI.	 To get this
into	 Fortran IV
	
deck known	 the	 deck
r	
!
output	 the	 compiler a	 as	 call
for user's routines is required.
	
The user must furnish this deck.
it takes the form:
i
.r	
.^. ^ 	 s	
4..^.	 _ v	 a	 ....	 ^	 i 	 =gym +
`i:;:	 .....-^a,^,L.>Ti'_-'"s
	
aww..--°^'	 ^iSr.-i°.,^a.+wawmrs...=^_' ^ ."t,.:-^-.#",.P-•..^M,r
	 ^i	 Thy,_
	
^
_i	 u	 ^
y'
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$IEDIT
u $IBFTC
$IBFTC
$IBFTC
$IBFTC
1	 $IEDIT
8	 16	 card column
t
SYSCKI. SRCH
name 1	 DECK
name 2	 DECK
name 3	 DECK
name N	 DECK
Where "name 1" etc., are the names assigned to the routines by the
rV	 ROUTINE statements. There must be one $IBFTC card for each routine;0
translated. The routine name must start in card column 8. And the
n^ $IBFTC cards must be sandwiched between $IEDIT cards as shown.
r F
	After the routines have been fed thru the Fortran compiler, binary
object decks are obtained. These decks may be saved for future
execution of the routines to eliminate the need for retranslating
and recompiling.
The data blocks are as described in Chapter 3.
ryF
